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in commerce , of wool products , as "commerce" and "wool product"
are defined in the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 , do forth-
with cease and desist from misbranding wool products by:

1. Falsely and deceptively stamping, tagging, labeling, or
otherwise identifying such products as to the character or
amount of the constituent fibers contained therein.

2. Failing to securely affx to, or place on, each such

product a stamp, tag, label , or other means of identification
showing in a clear and conspicuous manner each element of
information required to be disclosed by Section 4 (a) (2) of

the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939.

ft is JUTther oTdeTed That the respondents herein shaH, within

sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order , file with the
Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which they have complied with this order.

IN THE :l1ATTER OF

DIAMOND ALKALI COMPANY

ORDER, OPINION , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATIOK OF SEC.

7 OF THE CLA YTO:- ACT

Docket 8572. Complaint , May 16, 1963-Decision, Oct. , 1967

Order requiring a Cleveland, Ohio, manufacturer of industrial chemical prod-

ucts to divest itself '\vithin one year of a Youngstown , Ohio, manufacturer
of portland cement to a purchaser approved by the Commission.

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that
the party respondent named in the caption hereof , and hereinafter
more particularly designated and described, has violated and is
now violating the provisions of Section 7 of the Clayton Act
(D. , Title 15 , Sec. 18), as amended , hereby issues its complaint
pursuant to Section 11 of the aforesaid Act (D. , Title 15

Sec. 21) charging as foHows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Diamond Alkali Company, herein-
after sometimes referred to as "Diamond Alkali," is a corporation
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware
with its offce and principal place of business located at 300 Dnion
Commerce Building, Cleveland 14 , Ohio.

PAR. 2. Respondent is now and has been for many years prior
to August 31 , 1961, engaged in the business of manufacturing
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and sellng portland cement under the brand name "Standard
Portland Cement.

Its cement manufacturing plant is located in Painesvile Town-
ship, Ohio, and has an annual capacity now rated at about

700 000 barrels.
In addition to manufacturing and se1ling cement, respondent

is engaged nationa1ly in the production and marketing of a wide
variety of basic chemicals and plastics.

PAR. 3. For many years prior to August 31 , 1961 , the Bessemer
Limestone and Cement Company, hereinafter sometimes referred
to as "Bessemer " was a corporation organized and existing under
the laws of the State of Ohio , with its offce and principal place of
business located at 800 Stambaugh Building, Youngstown, Ohio.

During said period of time , Bessemer was engaged in the busi-
ness of manufacturing and selling portland cement, marketing
its product under the brand name "Bessemer.

Its cement manufacturing plant, located in the Borough of
Bessemer, Lawrence County, Pennsylvania , has an annual rated
capacity of about 3, 000, 000 barrels.

In connection with an as an integral part of its cement man-
ufacturing business, Bessemer quarried and processed limestone

an essential raw material in the manufacture of cement, at facil-
ities adjacent to its cement plant.

PAR. 4. On or about August 31, 1961 , Diamond Alkali acquired
all of the outstanding stock of Bessemer, which consisted soleJy
of Common Stock , by exchanging therefor 270 322 shares of its $4
Preferred Stock on the basis of one share thereof for three shares
of Bessemer s Common Stock , and by making an aggregate pay-
ment of about $48,000 to holders of Bessemer s Common Stock
who, on the basis of said cxchange , were entitled to a fractional
share of Diamond' s Preferred Stock.

Each share of Diamond Alkali' s Preferred Stock is convertible,
at the option of the holder, into 1.3 shares of its Common Stock
which at the time of said exchange was selling for approximately
$72 per share.

PAR. 5. Bessemer, in the course and conduct of its business

prior to said acquisition , and Diamond Alkali in the course and
conduct of its business prior to said acquisition, at the time

thereof , and continuously thereafter, were , respectively, engaged
in commerce as defined in the Clayton Act as amended , each of
them having sold or shipped portland cement, or having caused
it to be sold or shipped , from the state in which it was manufac-
tured to customers located in other states.
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PAR. 6. In 1960 , the last fu1l year prior to said acquisition on
August 31 , 1961 , the cement sales and the total sales of respond-

ent and of Bessemer were, in mi1ions of dollars , approximately
as follows:

1960 Sales

Cemcnt Total

Respondent
Bessemer

$7.
$6.4

$138.
$ 9.

In 1961 , the cement sales and the total sales of respondent
including said sales of Bessemer for that entire year were, in
mi1ions of dollars , approximately as follows:

1961 Combined SaJes

Cemer.t Total

Respondent and Bessemer - $13. $148.

The net income of respondent and of Bessemer for the year
1960 were, in millions of dollars, approximately as fo1lows:

1960

Net Income

Respondent
Bessemer

$11.7
$ 1.5

As of December 31 , J 960 , the current assets and the total assets
of respondent and of Bessemer were, in mi1ions of dollars, ap-
proximately as follows:

Assets of December 31, 1960

Ct.Hent Total

Respondent
Bessemer -

$47.
$ 5.

$142.
$ 12.

PAR. 7. For many years prior to and until the time of said
acquisition respondent sold substantially all of its production of
portland cement within the section of the country consisting of
northeastern Ohio and northwestern Pennsylvania, hereinafter
referred to as the relevant geographic area and more specifically
defined as including Erie, Huron, RichJand, Lorain, Ashland
Cuyahoga, Medina , Wayne, Summit , Stark , Lake, Geauga , Port-
age, Ashtabula , Trumbull , Mahoning and Columbiana counties in
Ohio and the counties of Erie , Crawford , Mercer, Lawrence, War-
ren and Venango in Pennsylvania.

Bessemer, in 1960 , sold approximately sixty-five percent of its
portland cement in the relevant geographic area. Its remaining
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portland cement sales were made in adjacent areas of eastern
Ohio, western Pennsylvania, northern West Virginia and north-
eastern Maryland.

PAR. 8. For many years prior to the acquisition , respondent
and Bessemer were competitively engaged with each other and
eleven other concerns in the sale of portland cement in the relevant
geographic area.

All of these thirteen concerns, except Bessemer , were either
multi-plant producers of cement, or , like respondent, producers
with only one cement plant but which plant was a part of a

larger industrial enterprise. Bessemer was the last independent,
single-plant cement producer in the relevant geographic area.

Of the total unit sales of portland cement in the relevant
geographic area in 1960 , respondent, with more than 20 percent
thereof, had the largest share; and Bessemer, with about 15
percent thereof , had the third, if not the second largest share.

As a result of said acquisition, respondent's share of portland

cement sales in the relevant geographic area is in excess of onc-
third.

PAR. 9. The effect of respondent' s acquisition of Bessemer, as
above a1leged , may be substantia1ly to lessen competition or tend
to create a monopoly in the manufacture and sale of portland
cement in the relevant geographic area in the fo1lowing ways

among others:
(1) Bessemer , with the third , if not the second largest market

share , and the last remaining independent firm, has been elim-

inated;
(2) Respondent, with the largest market share, has substan-

tia1Jy increased its dominant position;
(3) Respondent has substantia1Jy enhanced its competitive posi-

tion by acquiring essential raw material reserves of Bessemer;
(4) Concentration has been so substantia1Jy increased that

respondent' s market share is more than one-third;
(5) Actual and potential substantial competition between Bes-

semer and respondent and between Bessemer and other competitors
in said geographic area has been destroyed;

(6) Purchasers of cement for use in the preparation of ready-

mixed concrete and in other products and materials have been

deprived of a substantial and independent source of supply; and
(7) Entry of new competitors may be inhibited or prevented.

Prior to the acquisition of Bessemer, respondent had, and

subsequent to the divestiture of Bessemer wi1J have , such a dom-
inant competitive position in the sale of portland cement in the
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relevant geographic area that the effect of any acquisition by

respondent of any of the stock or assets of any other corporation
engaged in commerce and in the sale of portland cement in the
said area may also be as above al1eged.

PAR. 10. The acquisition of Bessemer by respondent, as above
a1leged , constitutes a violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act
(D. , Title 15 , Sec. 18), as amended.

Mr. Michael G. Kushnick, Mr. Robert L. Heggen and Mr. George
A. Mathewson supporting the complaint.

Jones , Day, Gockley Reavis Cleveland , Ohio , by Mr. Allen 

Holmes , M,' . Richard W. Pogue, Mr. Ernest A. B. Gellhorn, lvh'.

David L. Foster and Mr. John S. WalkeI'; and lvIT. John A. Wilson
Cleveland , Ohio, for respondent.

INITIAL DECISION BY EDWARD CREEL , HEARING EXAMINER

MAY 15 , 1964
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The complaint herein , issued May 16, 1963 , charged that Dia-
mond Alkali Company violated Section 7 of the Clayton Act 
its acquisition, in August 1961 , of all the outstanding stock of
The Bessemer Limestone and Cement Company. The complaint
alleged that the effect of Diamond' s acquisition of Bessemer may
be substantially to lessen competition, or to tend to create a
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monopoly in the manufacture and sale of portland cement in an
area comprised of 17 counties in northeastern Ohio and 6 counties
in northwestern Pennsylvania , and alleged certain specific adverse
effects on competition flowing from this acquisition.

Respondent' s answer, filed June 20 , 1963 , denied thc charges of
the complaint, particularly as to the claimed relevant geographic
market and the alleged effects of the acquisition: the answer
also set forth a summary of the history of Diamond's manufac-
ture of portland cement, including the financial and physical

plight of that operation , which conducts its cement business under
the name "Standard Portland Cement " sometimes hereinafter
referred to as "Standard.

Three prchearing conferences were held at which procedures

were developed for obtaining statistical information, and the

parties agreed to file trial briefs which they were directed to
exchange. Substantially continuous hearings were held from
November 4, 1963, to January G , 1964.

This proceeding is before the hearing- examiner for final con-
sideration upon the complaint, ans\ver, testimony and other ev-

idence, and proposed findings of fact and conclusions filed by
counsel for respondent and by counsel supporting the complaint.
Consideration has been given to the proposed findings of fact and
conclusions submitted by both parties, and all proposed findings
of fact and conclusions not hereinafter specifically found or con-
cluded arc rejected as being inaccurate or as not being material
and the hearing examiner, having considered the entire record

herein , makes the following findings of fact , conclusions drawn
therefrom , and issues the following order:

FINDINGS OF FACT

The Respondent

Respondent, Diamond AlkaJi Company (hereinafter sometimes
referred to as "respondent,

" "

Diamond Alkali " or "Diamond"
is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State
of Delaware , with its offce and principal place of business located
at 300 Dnion Commerce Building-, Cleveland 14 , Ohio. The com-
pany was organized under the laws of Delaware on December 28,
1928. (Answer; CX 3.

Diamond Alkali manufactures and sells a number of industrial
chemical products , which are g-enerally classified as basic chem-
icals, organic chemical products, plastics , and miscellaneous nOll-
chemical products, including cement. In 1961 , Diamond Alkali
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operated I5 manufacturing plants located in various parts of the
Dnited States. (CX 3; Tr. 1228.

Rcspondent is and has been in a sound financial condition. In
1960 its assets were above $142 million , and in 1962 its assets
were above $175 milion. In I960 its sales were abovc $138 milion
and in 1962 its sales were above $158 million. (CX lA and 

Respondent manufactures its "Standard" brand portland
cement at its Painesville, Ohio, cement plant, described below,

which is part of its Cement-Coke Division. Apart from The Bes-
semer Limestone and Cement Company, respondent has never
owned or operated any cement plant other than the Standard
plant at Painesvi1le , and it has never made any other corporate
acquisition relating to cement (Tr. 236).

Less than 10 percent of respondent' s 1962 sales of $158,731 000
was derived from the sale of cement (Tr. 1228; CX 7 A). Respond-
ent does not sell concrete , and it does not sell other products to
the purchasers of cement, nor does it buy other than very small

amounts of products from such purchasers (CX 1: Tr. 2162).
Respondent' s Standard cement plant, composed of two plants

designated as Plant A and Plant B at Painesville (about 30 miles
northeast of Cleveland) is part of respondent's Painesville Works
a facility which also contains certain of respondent's chemical

manufacturing operations (Tr. 236, 1229, 1233). The cement

plant occupies only a small part of the approximately 100 acres

at the Paincsville Works (Tr. I619).
Respondent entered into the manufacture and sale of cement

in 1924 because of the availability at the Painesville Works of a
limestone sludge which was a wastc product of the caustic soda
manufacturing operation there (Tr. 1602 , I628). The lime-

stone sludge had no commercial value , could not be stored, and
presented a serious disposal problem (Tr. 1603 , 1628-29). How-
ever, it was usable as the primary rav/ material in the manufac-
ture of ccment, thereby reducing respondent's overall cost of

cement (Tr. 1603).
As a result of a change in the technology of producing chemical

caustic soda, about 1936 , the limestone sludge which was formerly
a waste product was no longer available for the Standard plant
(Tr. 1606). Since that time , respondent has obtained its basic
raw material, limestone, from quarries in northern Michigan
approximately 350 miles from Painesvilc (Tr. 242-45), at a high
cost compared to the costs incurred by some of its competitors
obtaining limestone from quarries immediately adjacent to their
plants (Tr. 242- , I232 , 1670- , 1775, 1915-17).
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The Standard plant as built in 1924 (Plant A) had a rated
capacity of approximately 800,000 barrels annually (Tr. 238

1607). In the 1930's additions were made to Plant A so that its
rated capacity just before World War II was approximately 1.2
mi1ion barrels annually (Tr. 238, 1608). i'o other changes were

made in the rated capacity of Plant A until it was closed in
November 1961 (Tr. 1619-20).

Following World War II , Plant A became a high-cost facility
which was increasingly expensive to operate (Tr. 309 , 1647, 1770).
The high costs resulted from obsolete equipment in the plant , its
lack of an adjacent limestone source , its unusual and burdensome
labor problems arising from its position in the middle of a chem-
ical works, and its heavy maintenance costs arising out of , among
other things , a serious soil subsident situation at Painesvi1e (TJ'.
239 , 30 1608- , 1617- , 1647, 1657, 1670 , I672-73, 1770 , 1660-
67; RX 83).

The production of cement is one of the most destructive man-
ufacturing processes existing in any industry (RX I3 , p. 9). The
pulverizing and grinding of limestone to a fine powder , the heat-
ing of a slurry mixture of limestone , clay, or shale in the kiln to
a temperature of 2700 Fahrenheit to create a highly abrasive

cement clinker (CX 50 , 51), and the grinding of the clinker into
a powder , all create extraordinarily severe operating conditionE;
in the kilns and mills (Tr. 363-64). The kilns , which are the
heart of facilities for manufacturing cement, have an expected
life of 40 years , if properly used and carefully maintained ('r.
1804) .
By 1954 , the rotary kilns in Plant A had had 80 years of nearly

continuous use. During that time Plant A had not always been

operated properly and at times had not had adequate maintenance
(Tr. I 770). The kilns were small and ineffcient compared to the
large automated kilns in use in most cement plants (Tr. 1668-69;
RX 13) ; the other equipment in Plant A , such as the coolers and
the raw and finish grinding mills, was also ineffcient (Tr. 239,

309) .
In 1954 , a highly trained engineer became general manager of

the Cement-Coke Division, and therefore of the Standard plant
with instructions to rehabilitate Plant A and to see what could
be done to make the Division profitable (Tr. I643-47). Despite
this action, the rate of deterioration of the equipment in Plant.
A accelerat.ed after I954 ('r. 294).

During the period of great demand for cement in the early
1950' , Diamond determined to increase the cement manufacturing
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capability of the Standard plant to a rated capacity of 2. 5 to 2.
milion barrels annually by the utilization of both used and new
equipment (Tr. 239, 1647).

This decision rcsulted in the construction of Plant B , which 

large part involved a conversion to cement manufacture of two

technologically obsolete rotary lime kilns which had been used in
the production of caustic soda since 1938 but were no longer
needed (Tr. 239 , 1614, 1772-73). Two finish grinding mills, one
raw grinding mill , and some clinker storage capacity were also
added (Tr. 239 , 290).

The conversion of the lime kilns from the production of caustic
soda to the manufacture of cement clinker resulted in an " im-
provised unit" which has not been completely successful because

these two manufacturing operations arc substantially different
(Tr. 1647-49).

The equipment in Plant B has deterioratcd badly and today is
ineffcient in comparison \vith the modern plants of some of re-
spondent' s competitors (Tr. 293- , 1232, 1656 , 1668-69, 1808-
05) ,

The rotary kilns installed in Plant B rest on steel foundations
or supports 25 feet high: no other cement kilns in the Dnited

States have steel foundations. The fact that the piers or founda-

tions for the kilns were steel instcad of concrete resulted in
serious vibrations which have abnormally increased the kiln shell
deterioration causing cracks in both kilns (Tr, 293- , 1804).

Because of the vibrations , together with soil subsidence and the
prior use of the kilns in caustic soda operations , the rotary kilns
became \varpcd and cracked, and have required COIistant and
expensive maintenance (Tr. 1232 . I656 , 1803-05). The kilns in
Plant R are approximately 25 years old (Tr, 294 , 1656 , 1804),

The Plant B kilns are approximately one-third the size of a
modern cement kiln, and their instrumentation is obsolete and
limited in scope (Tr. 1668-69). The arrangement, size and design
of the kUns prevent the economic installation of modern instru-
mentation (Tr. 1669),

Respondent purchases limestone , the basic raw material used
in the manufacture of cement, for its Standard plant from a

quarry at Rogers City, Michigan , about 350 miles from Paines-
ville , Ohio (Tr. 242-45) , Respondent has its limestone transported
by lake freighter , under contract, to a dock at Fairport Harbor
Ohio, approximately 1%. miles from the Standard plant (Tr, 242

I232-33). The limestone is unloaded into storage at the dock
reloaded onto hopper cars, and transported by an independently
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owned railroad into the plant for unloading and storage (Tr.
242 , 1232-33). Because of purchase , transportation, and handling
expense , thc limcstone cost into storage at the Standard plant is
$2.65 per ton (Tr. 1670 , 1775 , 1915-17). Standard's cost is about
twice that of The Bessemer Limestone and Cement Company (1'1'.

1670-71) .
Investigations of possible alternative sources of limestone for

the Stanadrd plant have failed to develop any suitable source
affording Imver costs than respondent incurs in buying stone from
northern jVichigan (Tr. 1236, 1306- , 1673-74). The large
resources of cement grade surface limestone in deposits in Ohio
and Pennsylvania (Tr. 1303- , 1306-07: RX 50) are generally
suitable for cement production but are not a feasible source for
the Standard plant because of high limestone rail rates to Paines-
vilc (Tr. 1306- , 1673). Respondent investigated mcthods (such
as conveyor belts) of transporting limestone from the dock at
Fairport Harbor to the Standard plant other than its present
costly system , but concluded that the expense of installation in-
volved in the alternative methods could not be justified (Tr. 1671).
It is not considered practicable to mine the low-grade limestone

approximately 1 000 feet below the surface of the Painesville
'Narks because nearby salt brining operations have made it a
hazardous operation and because of the high cost (Tr. I304

1315, 1605-06).
Respondent' s lack of an adjacent limestone quarry has a sig-

nificant effect upon the production cost of its Standard plant (RX
83). The cost of purchasing limestone has increased 5 percent

since July 1 , 1963 (Tr. 1670).

The Standard plant has high labor costs which are attributable
in major part to labor practices not normal in cement manufac-
turing plants. These practices, \vhich arise from the nature of
respondent' s PainesvjJe \Vorks as a complex of different man-
ufacturing operations , include plant-wide seniority, a penalty
provision designed to curtail contracting-out of various activities
a central maintenance system , and a high degree of craft special-
ization in the maintenance lahar force (Tr. 1608- , I657 , 1660-
67) .

By the middle of 1959. there was a substantial body of opinion

among respondent s management that it could not profitably con-
tinue to produce cement at the Standard plant (Tr. 1616-17).
Plant A was closed in 1%1 and is being torn down (Tr. 305-06.
1244 , 1620, 1670).

Plant A was closed down in November 1961 and the kilns there
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have not been operated since that time (Tr. 305- , 1244 , 1620).
Bids were requested for the dismantling and sale of the equipment
in Plant A , but only token amounts were offered by bidders (RX

, 48). The stack of Plant A was being torn down in December
1963 , and negotiations had been entered into with wreckers "
remove the equipment in Plant A within the next two or three
months" (Tr. 1244 , 1670), The decision to close Plant B was
forma1ly recorded by Executive Committee action on August 15
1963 , and this action was later approved by the Board of Directors
of respondent (Tr. I620; RX 44 , 45, 46). Buyers have expressed
an interest in purchasing this equipment (Tr, 1655-56).

The decision to discontinue cement production at Painesvi1le
and at the subsequent formal actions implementing this decision
were based upon various considerations including the following:

Operation of the Standard cement plant had been either barely
profitable or unprofitable, Except for the peak demand years of
1955 and 1956 shortly after Plant B began operations, the Stand-

ard plant' s return on sales has never exceeded 3. 2 percent since
1949 (except 1959, when lVedusa s Wampum plant was closed the
last half of the year because of a strike (Tr, 1235; CX 2B, p. 3;
ex 43; CX 61A). It lost S182 000 after taxes in 1962 (CX 43) :
and it lost S206, 000 after taxes in 1963 (based upon the first 10
months of 1963 , RX 6IA). The acquired Bessemer plant, as
hereinafter found, \vas an effcient producer of cement.

Management considered , but rejected, the idea of improving
or modernizing the Standard plant (Tr. I 617-18). Management
had also concluded that " it would be a very foolish thing to build
a cement plant apart from its limestone supply" (Tr. I 617), a
conclusion \vhich was later given added support when following
the acquisition management discovered that The Bessemer Lime-
stone and Cement Company s limestone costs were about 30 cents
per barrel of cement less than Standard' s limestone costs (Tr.
1618) .

Even though Diamond did not have a modern , effcient cement
plant, it had a substantial organization with a number of technical
personnel and the ability to employ men having a wide variety of
technical skils (Tr. 300- , 360-61). Diamond had been in the
cement business for more than 30 years and had developed the

necessary know-how to conduct such a business (Tr. 300 , 1239).
Therefore. as part of the consideration of what to do about the
situation at the Standard plant and about utilization of these
talents, Mr. Welshans, Manager of the Cement-Coke Division, at
the request of management reviewed possible solutions other than
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attempted rehabilitation of the Standard plant by construction of
new facilities at the Painesvile Works (Tr. 1235-36). The pos-
sibilities of importing cement clinker from Canada or Puerto Rico
were studied (Tr. 1236) ; however , the diffculty of maintaining
supervision over production to insure adequate quality control
and the projected lack of profitabilty of this proposal prevented
its adoption (Tr. 296-97). Management also considered the pos-
sibilities of sel1ing the Standard plant or of entering into a joint
venture with another company, but the diffculties of separating
the Standard plant from the Painesvil1e Works prevented the
implementation of this concept (Tr. I242- , I622-23). Mr.

Welshans recommended , and management agreed, that Diamond
should utilize its know-how and management skil1s by acquiring
The Bessemer Limestone and Cement Company (Tr. 1237-39).

In August 1961 , respondent's sales area for cement was north-
eastern Ohio and northwestern Pennsylvania. This area con-
stitutes the Ohio counties of Ashland, Ashtabula, Columbiana
Cuyahoga , Erie , Geauga , Huron , Lake , Lorain , Mahoning, 11edina,
Portage, Richland, Stark, Summit, Trumbu1l, Wayne, and the
Pennsylvania counties of Crawford, Erie, Lawrence, Mercer

Venago , and Warren. (CX 5C; Tr. 248.

A1l of respondent's preacquisition sales of cement, with minor
exceptions , were made within the above-described 23-county area.

Respondent' s sales of portland cement in recent years from its
Painesvile plant were as follows:

narr(, Dollars

1959
1960
1961
1962 n
(CX 5B, 7A)

303 914
040 302
024,472
850,434

716 611
138,819
031 355
189 569

The Bessemer Limestone and Cement Company

Prior to its acquisition on August 31, 1961, The Bessemer

Limestone and Cement Company (hereinafter sometimes referred
to as "Bessemer ) was a corporation organized and existing under
the Jaws of the State of Ohio , with its office and principal place
of business located at 800 Stambough Building, Youngstown
Ohio. It was incorporated in Ohio on July 15 , 1919. (Answer; CX

13.
For many years prior to its acquisition and continuously there-

after, The Bessemer Limestone and Cement Company was engaged
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in the manufacture and sale of portland cement, marketing its
product under the brand name "Bessemer." A mortar cement
not a portland cement , was also manufactured by Bessemer. In
addition, Bessemer s only other business was processing and
selling limestone for use as a blast furnace flux , but this business
accounted for less than 10 percent of total sales in recent years.
(Answer; CX 3 5C, 13C.)

At the time of its acquisition , Bessemer was a highly successful
company, as indicated by the fIgures below:

Tota1 Sille KetJncomE' Total ASSEts

1958
1959
1900

970, 000
11, 952 481

783 830

668, 345
968, 504
552 004

$11 128 671
705 513
239,460

(CX 2,

At the time of its acquisition, Bessemer operated one cement
manufacturing plant located in the Borough of Bessemer , Law-
rence County, Pennsylvania , fifteen miles southeast of Youngs-
town, Ohio. This plant had an annual capacity to produce cement
of approximately 3 million barrels. Bessemer s quarries and proe-

essing facilities for limestone are located adjacent to its cement
plant. (Answer: CX 12B; Tr. 325.

The Bessemer cement plant was constructed in 1920 with three
kilns. These kilns have been completely rehabilitated and are in
condition to operate effciently until at least 1971. In I956, a com-
pletely integrated new addition to the cement manufacturing
facilities was completed at a cost of approximately $6 million
which doubled the capacity of the original plant. (CX 13D; Tr.
323-5. )

At the time of its acquisition , the Bessemer management was
actively engaged in plans for improving and expanding existing
facilities, It planned to spend approximately Sl1 million over the
following four-year period to add another new kiln and grinding
mils, construct a new quarry road, and purchase additional
trucks. Diamond Alkali has proceeded with this modernization

program since acquiring Bessemer. (Tr. CX 8A; 1'1' 1244, 355-
The lands owned and leased by Bessemer contain its quarries

and its reserves of shale and limestone, the major ra,v materials
required for cement manufacture. Present reserve deposits are
ample to meet the needs of Bessemer for these materials for the
next fifty years, allowing for a possible doubling of the productive
capacity. Bessemer also owns or controls approximately 2 milion
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tons of coal suitable for use at the cement plant. (CX 3 , 8B , 13B
and 

At the time of its acquisition about two-thirds of Bessemer
sales were in the same 23-county area of northeastern Ohio and

northwestern Pennsylvania in which Standard' s sales were made.
The remainder of its cement was shipped to destinations in north-
ern Ohio , western Pennsylvania , northern 'Vest Virginia , Mary-
land , and south\vestern Ne\v York A document containing figures
from some in camera exhibits has been prepared and filed by
counsel supporting thc complaint and is often referred to herein
as in camera Appendix. (In camera Appendix I; CX 13B and

, 16 , 3 , p. 17; Tr. 321 , 346.
Bessemer s sales of portland cement in barrels and dollars in

recent years \vere:

- -

B"nels DolJars

1858
1959
1960
1961"
1962'

024 655
480 135
898. 612
839,153
007 ,

$6. 778 099
260, 083
479 772
248
559, 150

- - - -

*Opel-ated as a division of Djamonrl Alkali after Scptt-mb",r 1 , 1961. (CX C. iA.

The Acquisition

On or about August 31 , 1961 , respondent acquired all of the
outstanding stock of Bessemer by exchanging therefor 270,322
shares of its $4 Preferred Stock on the basis of one share for
three sharcs of Bcssemer s stock. Each share of Diamond Alkali'
preferred stock was convertible , at the option of the holder , into
1.3 shares of its common stock , which at the time of said exchange
was selling for approximately S72 per share. On the basis of these
figures the acquisition \vas valued at more than 825 million,
although at the time the agreement was reached to exchange stock
the value of respondent' s stock \vas considerably less.

The Bessemer Limestone and Cement Company was merged
into the Diamond Alkali Company on August 31 , I961. The ac-

quired company is operated as the Bessemer Cement Company
Division of respondent, and the manager of respondent's Cement-
Coke Division is also president of Bessemer.

Bessemer and Standard have continued to opcrate separate
sales forces with separate sales managers (Tr. 681, 1690). There
has been no allocation of customers between Standard and Bes-
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semer , nor is there evidence of any intention to allocate the sales
efforts between the two organizations (1'1'. 1805-06).

Respondent has improved the sales effort of the Bessemer sales
staff, new salesmen have been brought into the organization, an
intensive training program has been instituted , and more effective
supervision has been provided (1'1' 1695). Respondent has also

continued the modernization of the Bessemer plant according to
the plan initiated by Bessemer s management prior to the acquisi-
tion (Tr. 301- , :J55-58, 1244). The modernization program , the
next phase of which will be completed in 1964 , wil increase
capacity, and should improve the effciency of the Bessemer plant,
reduce costs, and permit the production of even higher quality
cement (CX lA).

Interstate Commerce

Bessemer, in the course and conduct of its business prior to
its acquisition , and Diamond Alkali in the course and conduct of
its business prior to its acquisition of Bessemer, at the time
thereof , and continuously thereafter , were , respectively, engaged
in commerce as defined in the Clayton Act, as amended , each of
them having sold OJ' shipped portland cement, or having caused
it to be sold or shipped from the State in which it was manufac-
tured to customers located in other States. (Answer.

Product Line of Commerce-Portland Cement
Portland cement is a prod ud which possesses uniquc and pe-

culiar characteristics and use umcient to distinguish it from all
other products. Portland cement has litte utility alone , but is a
material \vhieh , in the presence of water , binds aggregates such
as sand and gravel into concrete. As a practical matter , there is
no substitute for portland cement in the manufacture of concrete
which is a widely uscd building: material. (CX 50, p. 1: CX 51,

p. 7: 1'1' 226, :334 , 403. 1087.
Portland cement i produced by burning, in a kiln at a tem-

perature of approxlmatcly 2700 Fahrenheit, a finely ground
mixture of limestone, or othcr lime bearing material, and some
additives. The kiln product. called clinker . wben ground to a fine
powder and mixed with a small amount of gypsum resu1ts in a
portland cement. (eX 01. p. 4; T\'. 240.

The several ba.sic phase in the production of portland cement

arc (a) the quarrying and crushing of limestone and other nl\V
materials, (b) the ravv grinding and mixing of materials into a
ory mixture or wet slurry. (c) the burning- or calcining of the
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mixture in rotary kilns to a semi-finished substance known as
clinker , and (d) the cooling of the clinker and its final grinding
with gypsum added , into cement. (CX 50.

The term "portland cement " as used in this proceeding, includes
Types I through V of portland cement as designated by the
American Society for Testing Materials, with any additives
thereto or any variation of sueh types with or without such differ-
ent additives. It also includes the product known as "portland
slag cement" in all its various types. Neither masonry nor white
cement are included. More than 90 percent of the cement produeed
at Standard and Bessemer are Types I and II whieh are considered
the "bread and butter cement of the industry." Portland cement
is the principal variety of cement manufactured in the Dnited
States. (Tr. 4 , 1675.

The units of cement measure recognized by the trade are the
barrcl" which consists of 376 pounds of portland cement , and

the "sack" which consists of 94 pounds of portland cement. Port-
land cement weighs 94 pounds per cubic foot. (CX 51 , p. 6.

The principal customer for portland cement are ready-mixed
concrete firms, manufacturers of concrete products, contractors,
and building material dealers. Ready-mixed concrete producers
account for more than 50 percent of the portland cement con-

sumed. Portland cement is normally sold to volume users in bulk.
Sacked cement is generally limited to building material dealers
who handle cement for resale. (RX 59, p. 21: Tr. 312 , 340 , 374
403.

The Portland Cement Association is a national organization
whose membership is comprised of the vast majority of the cement
producers in the United States and Canada. Its prineipal activities
involve research , development , technical services , and promotion
and "are prirnarHy designed to improve and extend the uses of
portland cement and concrete." (CX 50 , back cover; Tr. 1709-13.

It is concluded from the facts found above that since both

Diamond Alkali and Bessemer manufactured and sold portland
cement, and since it was only in the sale of this product that there
was actual and direct competition behveen the two companies
portland cement is the appropriate product line of commerce to
consider in testing the prohable effect of the ehallenged acquisi-

tion.

Section of the Country

Respondent contends that the relevant section of the country
in which to determine the probable effect of this merger is "the
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area in which are located the suppliers to whom buyers of cement
located in the areas in which Standard and Bessemer market
cement, can turn " and that the proof shows that this is an area
made up essentiaJly of the States of Michigan , Ohio , Pennsylvania
West Virginia , and Maryland , and the western tip of !\ew York
(including Buffalo). It is argued that United States v. Philadelphia
National Bank 374 D.S. 321 , which cites with approval Tampa
Electric Cu. v. Nashville Coal Co. 365 D.S. 320, supports its
contention. As respondent states , the relevant geographic market
in Tampa was the entire 7-State area in which were located sup-
pliers who "could serve" the Florida customer. It \vas assumed
in the Tampa case that aJl of the suppliers in this arca could serve
the Florida customcrs equaJly, and that the Florida customers
could turn to any of them. In the present case, it is not believed
that the buyers in the area where Standard marketed could turn
to aJl of the suppliers who marketed in the wide area of 5 States
plus a part of Xew York. It is believed that since only a limited
number of these suppliers solicit and sell in the market area
supplied by Standard , that they are the only suppliers that should
be considered , and the only mills or terminals of these suppliers

that should be considered are those which deliver into the Stand-
ard area. For these reasons , the part of this broader area beyond
the Standard area is not an area in which it would be expected

that there would be adverse effects caused by this acquisition. In
the Philadelphia !\ational Bank case the Court considered the
competitors to be those who were actually located in and doing
business in the 4-county area in which the hvo banks did business.
The 23 county area in which Standard marketed is not a separate
market separated by natural or other barriers from other markets
but is an area containing many local markets for cement which
arc separate and distinct from each other. This is the geographic

area which contains all the local markct 'shere respondent and

Bessemer competed. It appears that thi is the area where any
significant effects of the acquisition \vould most Jikely be found.

Each of these separate local markets could be considered , and
it is believed that the metropo!itan Cleveland market, which is
probably the most important single local market in this entire
area, is of suffcient economic igniilcance to be considered a
section of the country" as that term is llsed in the tatute , and

that the acquisition could be appraised in this market alone. In
Cuyahoga County. OhlO . where Cleveland is located , Standarc1

had 37. 76 percent of cement sales and Bessemer had 10. 25 percent
in 1960 , \vhich means that thc e two firms. now merjIed , had 48
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percent, or almost half of that market in that year. In 1961 , the
year during which the merger occurred, Standard had 34.

percent and Bessemer 10. I6 percent, or a total of 44. 74 percent
of this market.

There were only 7 other suppliers in this market during these
years , and one of these had only token sales. (In camera Appendix
III B and C.

Although appraising the merger in the Cleveland market ap-
pears to meet the test of Hsection of the country, " because the

legislative history indicates that "section of the country" was
intended to mean any area larger than a small town, it neverthe-
less appears appropriate in this case to consider the entire area
where the two firms competed , which is the 23 counties in north-
eastern Ohio and northwestern Pennsylvania. Although respond-

ent considered this area as constituting its pre-acquisition market
it was, in an economic senS8 , an area \vhich contained a great
many local markets.

The 23-county area may be fairly considered to have been the
area of effective competition behvcen respondent and Bessemer

because at the time of the merger they were important competitors
in these counties. It is true that they were of less importance in
some countics than in others, but that is not to say that ovcrall

statistics may not be appraised instead of appraising the com-
petitive importance of the two firms in each county separately.

The relevant section of the country for evaluating the imme-

diate and direct effects of the challenged acquisition is , as counsel
supporting the complaint contends . the area of actual competition
between respondent and Besi:emer in the manufacture and sale
of portland cement. The sales area served by thc Standard Port-
land Cement plant of respondent is northeastern Ohio and north-
\vestern Pennsylvania which includes the fol1o\ving 23 counties:
Erie, Huron . Richland , Lorain, Ashland , Cuyahoga , Medina
\\layne , Summit , Stark , Lake , Geauga , Portage , Ashtabula , Trum-
bull . lVahoning, and Columbiana counties in Ohio and the counties
oJ Erie , Crawford , IVlercer. Lawrence, \Varren , and Venago in
Pennsylvania. (CX BC, para. 6. 6B , 7 , 38: Tr. 248.

During each of the years immediately preceding the acquisition
and in the year thereafter , respondent sold from 99 to 100 percent
of its Standarr1 brand portlanc1 cement in the above defined 23-
county area. During this period , Standard brann cement salesmen
soJicitetl solely in the 23-county area. Lawrence County, Pennsyl-
vania, wa apparentl? unassi e-nec-. but shipments were mac-€ b
respondent into that county in 1960 and 1961. The assigned sales
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area for 1963 includes only the I7 designated Ohio counties and the
previously solicited Pennsylvania counties with the addition of
McKean County. (CX 5 , 6 , 7, 39: RX 64A.

This same 23-county area into which respondent shipped its
cement also constituted a large part of Bessemer s market. During
each of its last two years of separate operation , Bessemer shipped
66 percent of its portland cement into this area of competitive over-
lap. Following the acquisition, Bessemer s shipments into this
23-county area accounted for approximately 60 percent of its total
shipments. Outside of this area there was no actual competition

between respondent and Bessemer. (CX 5 , 6 , 7 , 38; in camem
Appendix 1.)

Prior to its acquisition by respondent, 8 of Bessemer s 14 cement
salesmen solicited in various portions of the 23-county area in

competition with the Standard brand cement salesmen. In 1963

fo1lowing the merger , 7 of the 12 cement salesmen employed by the
Bessemer Division continued to solicit in various parts of the
Standard brand marketing area. (CX 39; RX 64.

Prior to its acquisition of Bessemer , and continuously thereafter
respondent competed with the fo1lowing companies in the sale of
portland cement in various parts of the 23-county area: The Besse-
mer Limestone and Cement Company, Diamond Portland Cement

Company, Dundee Cement Company, General Portland Cement
Company, Huron Portland Cement Company, Lehigh Portland
Cement Company, Green Bag Cement Company (a subsidiary of
Marquette Cement Manufacturing Company), Medusa Portland
Cement Company, Penn-Dixie Cement Company, Columbia
Cement Corporation (a subsidiary of Pittsburgh Plate Glass Com-
pany), Southv.restern Portland Cement Company, and Universal
Atlas Cement Company. (CX 51'; Tr. 270 , 274.

The contiguous group of 23 counties lying south of Lake Erie,
which comprises northeastern Ohio and northwestern Penn-
sylvania , constitutes a significant market area in which to test the
effects of the acquisition. Situated therein are the large metro-
politan areas of Cleveland , Akron . Canton, and Youngstown in
Ohio: and Erie, Pennsylvania. This area had a population of ap-
proximately 5 mi1lion in I960. The total quantity of cement con-

sumed in this area exceerled 7 million barrels in ach of the years

I959 through 1962. (CX 54- 55: Tr. 465: in camem Appendix n.
Portland cement is a heavy product in relation to its value ;Which

is generally less than one cent per ponnd. Shipping costs therefore
arc critical and generalJy restrict the market area for each
producing plant. Respondent recognized the local nature of the
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cement business indicating in its Annual Report that cement is
normally marketed within 150 miles of the plants. " (CX IB , p. 29;
, p. 2; 51 , p. 3; Tr. 408.
Cement manufacturers attempt to distribute the major portion

of their product in areas closely adjacent to their mils. The

majority of the suppliers to the 23-county area variously stated

that from 75 to 90 percent of their production is sold within a 75
to 100 mile-radius of their respective plants. In fact, the Lehigh
Cement Company does not generally solicit beyond 140 miles from
its Buffalo plant. (Tr, 899, 372 , 638- , 835 , 926 , 934 , 981 , 1017.
Only two of the suppliers to the 23-county area , Huron and Dundee
have broader distribution patterns,

Portland cement is a homogeneous product which cannot be sold
at a higher price than the lowest delivered price prevailing at a

given destination. While most cement companies quote their
customers an f. b. mil price plus full freight to the destination,

they reserve the right to meet a lower competitive price. When such
lower price exists the other sellers must meet it by absorbing the
additional freight or not scll their cement. (Tr. 255 , 383- , 627-
799.

The practice of absorbing freight prevalent in the industry,
limits the geographic area in which a cement producer can profi-
tably market his product. As the supplier gets further from his
plant and closer to that of his competitor the amount of frcight
that he is required to absorb to be competitive increases , and the
return to the company decreases, When the return to the company
gets suffciently low , sales in that arca will not be attractive and
the produccr will not be willing to meet the lower prevailing price.
(CX 5C, para, 6; Tr. 256, 385 , 644-5, 733 , 798 , 839 , 895 , 899 , 1568.

The ability to supply prompt and effective delivery to consumers
is another factor which further limits the competitive area of a

cement plant. Although the return may be considered satisfactory
to the company, the service afforded may not be adequate to obtain
the business. (1'r. 259 , 347, 379, 798 , 839 , 982.

During thc period following World War II the amount of port-
land cement shipped directly to consumers by truck has increased
substantially throughout the cement industry. Of the companies
serving the 23-county area an average of more than 85 percent of
their cement is delivered by truck to the customers. The remaining
portion is generally transported by rail with insignificant quan-

tities moving by barge. Both respondent and Bessemer ship in
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excess of 90 percent of their cement by truck. (RX 4 , p. 6; Tr. 373
630 , 726, 793, 832 , 887 , 928, 933, 978 , 10I8 , I 055.

Truck movement provides many advantages for the customer.
The utilization of trucks a/lords exact scheduling and prompt and
speedy delivery not always available from the railroads. Smaller
quantities, approximately 100 to 130 barrels for truck versus 400
for rail , require less storage on the part of the buyer. In addition
a truckload of bulk cement can be blown into the customer s bins
pneumatically, eliminating the cost to the consumer of emptying
railroad cars, which is estimated to be from 5 to 10 cents per barrel.
Furthemore , consumers no longer find it necessary to be located on
the railroad or pay the expenscs incident to hauling the ccment

from the siding to the plant. (Tr. 266- , 373, 379, 414-5; RX 4

The advent of truck delivery has generally reduced the market-
ing reach of cement plants in that it has developed a demand for
split-second" delivery previously unknown to the industry.

Customers will not wait for cement from morc distant suppliers if
they can get it in half the time from closer sources. They generally
require numerous deliveries a day (sometimes as many as 15
truckloads). Consequently, customers will turn to the company or
companies which are so located as to give the fastest delivery. (RX

, p. 4; Tr. 888 , 374 , 798, 928, 645.
Furthermore, many cement consumers have limited storage

facilities which have increased the demand for rapid truck delivery
and eliminated the more distant producers as practical sources
of supply, unless they have conveniently located storage terminals.
(Tr. 374, 899.

Universal Atlas considers itself at a service disadvantage in
supplying the Cleveland area by truck from its Fairborn, Ohio,
plant, 185 miles away. Furthermore , good service to points beyond
150 miles , by truck alone, is not something that can be depended
upon on a regular basis. (Tr. 259 , 375 . 642 , 644 , 889.

The amount of freight absorption required when a more distant
supplier provides truck delivery is generally greater than when
delivery is by rail. Truck rates and rail rates both start out with a
basic rate and then increase as you move further from the plant.
Truck rates tend to appreciate more rapidly than do rail rates , so

that at a more distant point the truck rate is generally higher than
the rail rate. (Tr. 376-

Interstate Commerce Commission regulations prohibit a truck
driver from driving more than 10 hours, or working more than 12
hours, during a 24-hour period. Therefore , when a driver cannot
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reach a destination and return within the prescribed driving time,

truck rates appreciate rapidly due to the added " lay-over " expenses
of the driver and the poor utilization of equipment. This require-
ment makes deliveries by truck more than 200 miles unattractive
to the supplier. (Tr. 376-

Shipments to customers directly by rail , which may result in
lower transportation costs to the more distant producer , cannot
fulfill the demand for rapid delivery which is necessary to make
these producers competitive. Relatively few customers are so
situated to take delivery by rail. Those who desire rail shipment
must anticipate t.heir needs well in advance as it takes as much as
3 or 4 days to accomplish delivery, assuming that the necessary
cars are available at the mill. The consumer must have adequate
storage or pay demurrage for the rail cars. In the event of incle-
ment weather , when concrete is not generally poured , this demur-
rage can result in considerable expense to the consumer. In
addition , the purchaser must bear the extra cost of unloading. (Tr.
266, 375 379, 522 , 1869.

Another factor which limits the sales area of a cement plant is
the ability to sell enough cement in a given area to support the cost
of a salesman. The volume of cement which the producer antici-
pates selling must be of suffcient quantity to make it worthwhile
to devote the time and money to obtain the business. (Tr. 379
644.

It has been estimated that the salary and expenses of a salesman
equal approximately S9 to $12 thousand per year. These costs are
considered before determining to solicit in any new area. Except
under unusual circumstances consumers buy only from companies
whose salesmen solicit them. (Tr. 1702 , 1797 , 1807.

Co;npetiton in t/w Relevant Geoqmphic Market
The following eleven cement producers competed for the sale of'

portland cement during the years I959 through I962 with both

respondent and Bessemer in all or various portions of the 23

counties constituting " northeastern Ohio and northwestern
Pennsylvania. " (CX 5E: Tr. 270 , 274.

Lehi,gh POl' flond Cement Company. The Lehigh Portland Cement
Company, Allento\vn, Pennsylvania , operates 13 portJand cement
manufacturing plants throughout the Dnited States. Lehigh'
manufacturing plant located at Buffalo , New York , with an annual
capacity of 2 340 000 barrels serves western Ne\\' York and some
northern border counties of Pennsylvania. Lehigh actively solicited
and competed with both respondent and Bessemer in Erie and
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Warren counties , Pennsylvania. (Tr. 370 , 386 , 542; CX 57; RX 25.
Penn-Dixie Cement Corpomtion. Penn-Dixie Cement Corpo-

ration, Xew York , New York , operates ten portland cement manu-
facturing plants and serves the area where Standard sel1s from
plants located at Buffalo , New York (capacity 2 016 000 barrels),

and West Winfield , Pennsylvania (capacity 1 908 000 barrels).
(Tr. 923 , 924 , 932; CX 70; RX 29.
The sales area of Penn-Dixie s Buffalo plant is western New

York and the northern border counties of Pennsylvania which were
Erie , Warren , McKean , and Potter counties. The market area of
Penn-Dixie s West Winfield plant is western Pennsylvania and

some eastern border counties of Ohio. Penn-Dixie actively solicited
and competed with Standard in al1 the Pennsylvania counties in
which Standard sold , and in Columbiana, Mahoning, and Trumbul1
counties in Ohio. (Tr. 926 , 933 , 937; CX 70: RX 29.

Universal Atlas Cement. universal Atlas Cement, New York
New York , a division of Dnited States Steel Corporation , operates
ten portland cement manufacturing plants al1 located east of the
Rocky Mountains. Dniversal's manufacturing plants at Dniversal
Pennsylvania (capacity about 2 800 000 barrels), and at Fairborn
Ohio (capacity about 2 500, 000 barrels), serve the market served
by Standard. (Tr. 623 , 657; CX 60: RX 33.

The sales area of the plant at Dniversal , Pennsylvania, is

western Pennsylvania and some border counties of eastern Ohio.
Dniversal's Fairborn plant markets its cement primarily in
southern and eastern Ohio, and in parts of Indiana and Kentucky.
Dniversal competed with both respondent and Bessemer in al1 of
the Pennsylvania counties in which Standard sold , and in Lorain
Cuyahoga, Columbiana, Mahoning, Richland, and Trumbul1
counties in Ohio. (Tr. 637 , 639 , 641 , 642, 650- , 665; CX 60:
RX 33.

Green Bag Cement Company. Green Bag Cement Company,
Pittsburgh , Pennsylvania, which was acquired by Marquette
Cement Manufacturing Company in 1961 , operates a cement manu-
facturing plant at Keville Island , Pennsylvania. This Nevil1e Island
plant (capacity 1, 500 000 barrels), serves western Pennsylvania
northern West Virginia , and northeastern Ohio. Green Bag actively
solicited and competed with respondent and Bessemer in western
Pennsylvania and in Ashtabula, Columbiana , Cuyahoga, Lorain
Mahoning, Portage, Summit, and Trumbul1 counties in Ohio. (Tr.
10I6 , 1017, 1020 , 1007-9: CX 72: RX 27.

Columbia Cernent Corporation. Columbia Cement Corporation,
Columbus , Ohio , a whol1y owned subsidiary of Pittsburgh Plate
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Glass Company, operates two portland cement manufacturing
plants, both of which are located in Ohio. Columbia s plants at

Zanesvile, Ohio (capacity 3 200 000 barrels), and at Barberton,

Ohio (capacity 1 500 000 barrels), serve the area served by

Standard. (Tr. 785-9; CX 67; RX 19.
The Barberton plant was constructed in 1959 at a cost of ap-

proximately $9 milion. As a result of its construction, Columbia
sales area was expanded throughout northeastern Ohio. Previously,
Columbia served certain portions of the northeastern Ohio area
from its Zanesvile plant. (Tr. 791-- , 794 , 799. ) The principal sales
area of Columbia s Zanesvil1e plant is southern Ohio. The sales
area of the Barberton plant is northeastern Ohio , southwestern
Pennsylvania, Mercer County, Pennsylvania , and northern West
Virginia. Columbia actively solicited and competed with both
Standard and Bessemer throughout the Ohio portion of Standard'
market. (Tr. 789 , 796 , 797 , 803; CX 67; RX 19.

SouthwesteTn Portland Cement Company. Southwestern Port-
land Cement Company operates five portland cement manu-
facturing plants locatcd throughout central and southwestern
Dnited States. Southwestern s manufacturing plant, located at
Fairborn , Ohio , has an annual capacity of 3 milion barrels and
serves southwestern Ohio and parts of Indiana and Kentucky.

Southwestern actively solicited and competed with both Standard
and Bessemer only in Richland County, Ohio. (Tr. 883- , 892: CX
69: RX 31.)

General Pm-tland Cement Company. General Portland Cement

Company operates ten portland cement manufacturing plants
located throughout the central and southern portions of the Dnited
States. General's manufacturing plant, located at Paulding, Ohio
(capacity 2 500,000 barrels), serves the Standard area. (Tr. 827,
853: CX 68; RX 9 , 22.

General' s Paulding plant markets its cement in southern
:Michigan, northern Indiana and north\vestern Ohio. General
actively solicited and competed with both Standard and Bessemer
in Ashland , Eric , Huron , Lorain, and Richland counties in Ohio.

(Tr. 834- , 838-9, 844-5; CX 68; RX 9 , 22.
Dundee Cement Company. Dundee Cement Company, Dundee.

Vlichigan operates one portland cement manufacturing plant
located at Dundee , Michigan (capacity 5, 500 000 barrels). which

supplies five distribution terminals located in Ilinois, Michigan.

and Ohio. Holderbank Financiere , a large cement operating group
with affliated cement companies in Canada. Europe, and South
America , holds the principal interest in Dundee. The Dundee plant
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was constructed in 1959 at an approximate cost of $26 milion.
Dundee s distribution terminal located at Cleveland , Ohio , serves
northeastern Ohio. Dundee actively solicited and competed with
both Standard and Bessemer throughout the Ohio portion of the
market served by Standard. (Tr. 507 , 513, 526 , 548; CX 59; RX 3.

Huron PUTtland Cement Company. Huron Portland Cement Com-

pany, Detroit, :Iichigan , a subsidiary of National Gypsum Com-
pany, operates one portland cement manufacturing plant, the
Nation s largest, at Alpena, Michigan (capacity 14 milion barrels),
and thirteen distribution terminals located on the Great Lakes.
These terminals are served by company-owned bulk cement trans-
port ships. Among these terminals are those located at Buffalo
J\ew York , Cleveland, Ohio, and Toledo , Ohio. (Tr. 706-9: CX 65:
RX 6, 34.

The sales area of Huron s Cleveland distribution facility is
northeastern Ohio. Huron s Buffalo distribution facility supplies

primarily western New York and the northern border counties
of Pennsylvania, while the Toledo facility scrves western Ohio.

Huron actively solicited and competed with both Standard and
Bessemer in all Ohio counties served by Standard , and in Erie
and Warren counties, Pennsylvania. (Tr. 729, 730, 731 , 737 , 738:
CX 65-66; RX 6 , 34.

Diamond Portland Cement Company. Diamond Portland Cement
Company, Division of the Flintkote Company, :'Iiddlebranch
Ohio, operates a portland cement manufacturing plant located at
Middlebranch, Ohio , and a distribution facility located at Cleve-

land , Ohio. Both Diamond Portland' s Middlebranch , Ohio , plant
(capacity 3 million barrels) and its Cleveland, Ohio , distribution
facility serve the Standard marketing area. Diamond Portland'
salcs area covers "northeastern Ohio , northwestern Ohio down
to Columbus, northcrn West Virginia, southern Ohio, (andJ

western Pennsylvania up to Erie County, Pennsylvania." Its

principal sales area is the Canton-Akron-Cleveland area. (Tr.
976- 980: CX 71; RX 20.

Medusa Portland Cement Company. Medusa Portland Cement

Company operates fIve portland cement manufacturing plants
and five distribution terminals located in the north central portion
of the Dnited States. Medusa s manufacturing plant locatcd at
Wampum , Pennsylvania (capacity 2 500 000 barrels), and its
distribution facilities located at Oakwood, Ohio . and Baybridge
Ohio, serve the Standard marketing area. ('fr. 1053 , 105,1 , 1059
1068: CX 75-76; RX I4.
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Medusa , after expanding the capacity of its Wampum plant,
closed its cement manufacturing plant at Baybridge, Ohio, in

1959. The Baybridge plant was old , having been constructed in
1893, and the raw material supply was almost depleted. The
area previously served by the Baybridge plant is now supplied

from the Wampum plant. (Tr. 1054 , 1069- , 1072.

Medusa s Wampum plant serves northeastern Ohio, western
Pennsylvania , and northern \Vest Virginia , and ( a few counties
in southwestern K ew York. The principal area served by Medusa
Baybridge distribution facility is the Ohio counties of Erie and
Huron , and a portion of Lorain. The principal area served by
:l1edusa s Oakwood distribution facility is the remainder of Lorain
and Cuyahoga , Medina and Summit counties in Ohio. Medusa
actively solicited and competed with both respondent and Bes-
semer throughout the Standard marketing area. (Tr. 1056, 1066,

1068; CX 75 76: RX I4.
MOTe Distant Plants

Cement producers in Michigan (with the exception of the two
having terminals in Cleveland). southern Ohio , West Virginia
Maryland, and eastern Pennsylvania, are not, nor have they
been during the period 1959 through 1962 , practicable sources of
supply to consumers located in the 23-county area of northeastern
Ohio and northwestern Pennsylvania. None of these plants made
significant shipments into the 23-county area or competed with
Standard in the sale of portland cement. (Tr. 270-8, 17:1 , 392

649 1563- 1569- 1588-90; CX 5E: RX 14 , 17 , 18, 23-30,
33.

The Lehigh Valley in eastern Pennsylvania has the largest
concentration of cement producing capacity in the Dnited States.
There arc 15 plants in the "Valley," and two others in adjacent
areas of eastern Pennsylvania. The principal market for these

producers is the industrial northeast, although most of them
made some small shipments into eastern Pennsylvania. (Tr. 2238,
656; ex 77; RX 51 , 17 . 18, 2J , 23- , 28 , 29 , 33.

In order for these eastern Pennsylvania mills to sell their
cement in the northwestern Pennsylvania market, it would be

necessary for them to extend their present western market fringe
by an additional 120 miles. Cement executives stated that they
did not ship even as far west as Pittsburgh from the Lehigh

Valley, as they considered it to be uneconomical and would place
them at a severe service disadvantage. (1'1'. 1568- , 2239 , 2241

2244.
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Cement companies have historic markets and customer rela-
tionships which they have cultivated throughout the years, and
which they are desirous of preserving. It is not realistic to assume
that they would divert their entire production into a given area
to obtain short-run gains in the event of a price rise, thereby

abandoning their existing markets. (Tr. 1098, 2241, 2244, 285

981 , 1589, 2208.

There is no evidence of shipments of portland cement into the
23-county area from the mills located at Lime Kiln , Maryland
Martinsburg, West Virginia , and Detroit , Michigan (the Detroit
plant of the Peerless Cement Company listed Lorain County, Ohio
as a shipping destination only in 1959; while the exact quantity

is not available , it would have to be less than 20 thousand barrels,
the reported figure for the group of Ohio counties (RX 24)), or
from Silica , Superior , and Ironton , Ohio, which respondent con-
tends competed with Bessemer. These mills do make shipments

into some other areas served by Bessemer. For reasons similar
to those set out for the Lehigh Valley mils, these plants are not
alternative sources of supply to the 23-county area. (RX 14, 18,

, 27, 32.

The vice president of the Alpha Portland Cement Company,
which operates the plants at Lime Kiln and Ironton, stated that
his company has no plans to expand the sales territories of these
plants into the 23-county area as the freight absorption would

be "exorbitant" and they could not give effective service in com-
petition with the closer mils. The combined shipments of these
Alpha plants , as we1l as the one in the Lehigh Valley, never
amounted to more than 2 percent of total shipments into the
Bessemer market area. Tr. 1568- in camera Appendix IV.

The president of the Standard Lime and Cement Company,
which operates the plant at Martinsburg, West Virginia, stated
that his company considers the Baltimore-Washington area as its
traditional and principal market and that it has no plans of
expanding into the 23-county area. !\either western Pennsylvania
nor Ohio are considered attractive areas for Standard Lime and
Cement , due to distance involved. Martinsburg is 80 miles west
of Washington , D. , in the West Virginia panhandle. Standard
Lime and Cement accounted for from 0.5 percent to 2.15 percent
of total shipments in Bessemer s market area during the period

1959 through 1962. (Tr. 1589- , 1595; in camera Appendix IV.
The plant at Superior, Ohio, is operated by the Marquette

Cement Manufacturing Company, which owns the Green Bag
plant at Nevile Island. It competed with Bessemer only in West
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Virginia and its shipments therein accounted for approximately

1f of 1 percent of the total portland cement shipments in Besse-
mer s market. The plant at Silica , Ohio , is owned by Medusa, which
presently serves the Standard market area from its plant 
Wampum , Pennsylvania. (RX 14 , 27; in camem Appendix IV.
Innovations in Distribution

Distribution Terminals. The increased use of trucking has in
some instances caused more distant cement producers to construct
distribution terminals in the markets they wish to hold. While it
is possible that these terminals may be used to expand the market
area of a cement mil , some of them have been constructed as

defensive" moves to protect existing markets where more stra-
tegical1y located eompetitors can offer better truck delivery service.
(Tr. 800 , 859 , 1065 , 1578: RX 4, p. 7; RX 13 , p. 4.

Distributjon terminals are large storage silos, ranging in ca-
pacity from approximately 9 thousand barrels to over 200 thousand
barrels , which are capable of receiving bulk cement by rail , truck,
or water. Cement is then transferred from these silos into trucks
for delivery to customers. These distribution terminals usua1ly
cost from $200 thousand to $3 milion to construct. (Tr. 423 , 473
985 , 1002 , 1064; CX 59D , 65C- , 71B; RX 11, page 3; RX 59,
page 6.

Three distribution terminals were constructed within the 23-

county area (al1 in metropolitan Cleveland) during the 1960'
They were built by Medusa , Diamond Portland, and Dundee.
Medusa had traditionally been a supplier to this market from its
plants at Baybridge, Ohio, and Wampum, Pennsylvania. With

the closing of Baybridge in 1959, al1 of its cement for the
Cleveland area was supplied from \Vampum , approximately 100
miles away. Medusa considered its determination to construct a
terminal in Cleveland as a "defensive move" required by the
necessity of affording as good service as its competitors. (Tr. 263
1064-

The Diamond Portland Cement Company had been a supplier
to northeastern Ohio , since the turn of the century, from its plant
at Middlebranch , Ohio , approximately 50 miles south of Cleveland.
Diamond Portland felt "forced" to construct a distribution termi-
nal in Cleveland in 1962 in order to "stay in the market." While
they believed they could serve Cleveland adequately from their
plant, they felt it necessary to add to their service in view of the
terminals being constructed by their competitors. However , Dia-
mond Portland makes litte use of this terminal due to the addi-
tional costs of putting cement through the facility. Only 10 percent
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of its cement sold in Cleveland was delivered through the terminal
facilities. (Tr. 983.

The Dundee Cement Company constructed its Cleveland dis-
tribution facility in 1960 as part of its initial entry into the
cement business. Although the plant is only 120 miles from Cleve-
land , its offcers felt the terminal to be necessary to supply
effective truck service to its customers. Furthermore , its construc-
tion demonstrated that Dundee would be a regular source of supply
to northeastern Ohio by virtue of the sizeable financial investment
in the terminal. Dundee also makes some shipments from its plant
in southeastern Michigan directly to customers in northeastern
Ohio. (Tr. 5I8 , 526, 528 , 606.
The Huron Portland Cement Company has had a deep-water

distribution terminal in Cleveland since the 1920' , and has been
a regular source of supply to northeastern Ohio since that time.
It serves its terminal by company-owned bulk cement transport
ships from its plant in Alpena, Michigan. Its present facility was
purchased from the Lehigh Portland Cement Company in the
mid- 1950' s. Prior to that time , Lehigh operated the terminal as
a grinding facility served with clinker transported by water from
its Buffalo plant. With the sale of the terminal , Lehigh has with-
drawn from the sale of portland cement in northeastern Ohio.
(Tr. 713 , 723- 398.
Multiple Cm'load Rates. Multiple carload rates arc separately

negotiated by the shipper and the railroads to apply to quantity
shipmcnts from a specific origin to a specific destination. Generally
these rates are applicable only to quantity shipments of five rail-
road cars, each having a minimum weight of 140,000 pounds

(approximately 375 barrels). Their principal use is in supplying
distribution terminals, but they may be negotiated to serve a
large construction job. (Tr. 373, 517, 1065 , 1403-20; RX 57.

The Dundee Cement Company negotiated multiple-car rates,
resulting in a saving of approximately 11 cents per barrel , on

shipments from Dundee , Michigan , to its distribution terminal in
Cleyeland Ohio. The Medusa Portland Cement Company also
received multiple-car rates on shipments from Wampum , Penn-
sylvania, to its distribution terminal in Cleveland, Ohio, with the
resulting saving of approximately 10 cents per barrel. The saving
on such shipments from the c,Iiddlebranch , Ohio , plant of Diamond
Portland to its Cleveland terminal is less than 4 cents per barrel
(Tr. 1065- , 517-18; RX 57.

The "Bazooka, The "bazooka" is a device for transferring
cement from a railroad car to a truck for delivery to a customer.
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It has little applicability to serving the day-to-day trade where
any substantial volume is involved. Its principal use is to serve
remote highway or other construction jobs where the prior
movement is by rail and the last few miles by truck , and is
generally removed after the job is supplied. (Tr. 872, 735 , 912

1708.
There is no evidence that the "bazooka" has been used in the

Standard sales area, but it is a device which materially decreases
the time and expense of unloading rail cars, and might well be
used by a seller who wishes to ship into this area by rail and

deliver to the customer by truck.
The "Bi,q Bertha. Movable distribution terminals have been

used by respondent's competitors to reduce a producer s costs in
serving remote areas or in entering new areas (Tr. 767-69,
867-70) because they can be moved (substantially reducing the
capital commitment) and can be purchased at a lower cost than
the non movable type (Tr. 957-60). Similar advantages are ob-

tained from large portable storage tanks developed in the last
two years, which are known as "Big Berthas" (Tr. 767-69, 867-
70). They are pneumatic tanks which are usually placed next to
a contractor s storage bin; cement is transferred into the tank
stored, and transferred pneumatica1ly into the contractor s bin

as the need arises (Tr. 767). They increase the utilization of
trucking equipment to service large jobs by permitting the
carrier to fill the "Big Berthas" at night with trucks which are
available to service other customers in the area during the day
(Tr. 767-68). The "Big Berthas" also enable a producer to
provide rapid service to a customer at a point substantially distant

from the distributing point since the "Big Berthas " can be trans-
ported by a large truck or rail car: they do not have to be
dismantled for shipment (Tr. 767-68, 869). This device may also
be used by a seller who wished to extend his delivery area.

The "Flexi-Flo" System. The " flexi- flo" system is a method of
combined rail-truck shipment of bulk products recently proposed
by the New York Central Railroad. This system envisions the
initial shipment of cement from the producing point in specially
constructed railroad cars with pneumatic transfer into trucks for
delivery to the consumer. The contemplated rate structure for
the " flexi-flo" system , vvhich must be approved by various regu-
latory agencies, is apparently higher than prcvailing all-truck
rates up to distances of approximately 140 miles, but beyond that
point

, "

flexi-flo" rates will be lower. The proposed rates include
truck delivery within 10 miles of the transfer point. The "flexi-flo
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system, according to the New York Central's representative, is
designed to supply the shipper with low-cost rail transportation
on long hauls combined with the flexibility of truck delivery to
the consumer. (Tr. 1844-1903; RX 80-82.

Evidence of Effects of Acquisition
MaTket StTuctur'

Prior to its acquisition, Bessemer was a substantial and suc-
cessful competitor in the relevant geographic market. It was
strategically located to serve the growing industrial complex of
Cleveland, Akron, and Youngstown. Furthermore, it was the
second largest supplier of portland cement (with approximately
17 percent of total shipments) to northeastern Ohio and north-
western Pennsylvania. Its gross sales ranged from 89 mi1ion
to $12 million annually and it was in sound financial condition,
(CX 2A-C, 12; Tr. 354-5; see in camera Appendix II.)

Portland cement consumers generally have more than one source
of supply. This practice developed after the shortage period when
customers could not obtain all of their cement needs from one
supplier. (Tr. 457, 541)

Although there were 13 separate cement companies supplying

the relevant market area prior to the acquisition , only 7 of these
companies , including Bessemer , solicited throughout the 23-county
area. These 7 companies accounted for 93 percent of the total
shipments into the relevant market area. The remaining companies
supplied only various portions of the market area. Cement con-
sumers in the relevant area were solicited by an average of 7
cement companies, (RX 58 , p. 31 ; see in camem Appendix III a-

The acquisition of Bessemer by respondent eliminated a sub-
stantial independent factor which had competed in the sale of
portland cement in northeastern Ohio and northwestern Penn-
sylvania.

The cement industry in the Dnited States has reflected a marked
increase in the trend toward concentration by merger. During
the period 1955 through 1961 , there were 22 mergers involving
cement companies. In 1961 , there were 50 cement manufacturing
companies as compared to 62 in 1958. (CX 62 , 74 , 80.

In 1960 , the 4 largest suppliers of cement to northeastern Ohio
and northwestern Pennsylvania accounted for 71 percent of the
shipments, and fo1lowing the acquisition, the 4 largest suppliers
accounted for 79 percent of the shipments. (See in camem Appen-
dix II.
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Respondent, the largest supplier of portland cement to the

relevant geographic area, substantially increased its market share
from approximately 27 percent to 43 percent as a result of the
acquisition , an increase of more than 50 percent. (See in camera
Appendix II; Tr. 2201-
Likelihood oj New Entries

The relevant geographic area is served by a number of cement
suppliers with excess capacity, and is consequently unattractive

to enter. It would seem unlikely that any company not presently
se1ling in the relevant market would make the necessary large
capital investment, of from $15 to S30 milion, to construct a new
eement plant to serve this area, while there is excess capacity
in the area. (Tr. 465, 511 , 473 , 479 , 893, 1090, 1569 , 1589.

The possibility of an existing cement company, not presently
soliciting in the relevant market area, expanding into the 23-
county market through the construction of a distribution facility
which could distribute in large volume also appears unlikely in
the near future.

Although it seems jikely that firms not now se1ling in the
Standard area may do so through thc use of portable containers
large rail cars, unloading devices , combined rail-truck rates , and
other innovations , there is no reason to believe that these metbods
wil allow or persuade a cement manufacturer to become a regular
source of supply to the relevant geographic area. While these

devices may anaw a more distant producer to serve an occasional
construction project , such volume would not be expected to alter
the existing market structure. (Tr. 872 , 735 , 912 , 1785.

During the last five years, there has been only one new cement
supplier to the Standard geographic area, Dundee. (Tr. 588; 
camem Appendix II.
SU'i'vey of COnSUfl1erS

At the request of respondent , Dr. Hans Zeisel, a professor of
law and sociology at the Dniversity of Chicago, designed and
conducted a survey, which was introduced as evidence in thi
proceeding (RX 58). Dr. ZeiseJ is a recognized authority in the
field of surveys and a scholar with qualifications in several fields,
including law and economics (Tr. 1441-45). The survey report
prepared by Dr. Zeisel had two parts: Part I was a sampling
survey which purported to test opinions of the effect of respond-
ent' s acquisition of Bessemer upon alJ "consumers (a term
used to refer to purchasers and brand specifiers) of cement located
in the 88-county area in which Bessemer sold cement: Part 11 was
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a census survey of identical questions asked of aU "common
customers" of Standard and Bessemer customers who made
at least one purchase of cement from Standard , and also Bessemer
during the 4-year period, 1959-1962 (RX 58).

Dr. Zeisel's survey was made in response to the request of
respondent' s counsel that Dr. Zeisel explore whether the con-
sumers of cement in the areas where Standard and Bessemer sold
had experienced any adverse effects as a result of the Bessemer
acquisition (Tr. 1451-52).

The survey was prepared and conducted throughout in accord-
ance with scientific sampling, statistical and survey procedures.
Dr. Zeisel considered himself responsible for the questionnaire,

and was of the opinion that he had adequately advised himself
of aU facts needed to formulate the proper questions (Tr. 1519,

1531). Great care was taken to insure that none of the questions
in the survey questionnaire v,rs ambiguous, misleading, or con-

tained a hidden bias (Tr. 1479). The design of the survey was a
clustered random sample (except for the portion which was a
census survey of "common customers ) (Tr. 1537-44). The field
work , or actual interviewing, was conducted by National Opinion
Research Center of the Dniversity of Chicago , a survey organiza-
tion which has done extensive work for various government
agencies (Tr. 1452). Interviewers were given complete instruc-
tions , and were instructed not to say anything of relevance about
the survey which was not in the questionnaire , extreme care was
taken to see that they did not have knowledge that the survey was
to be used in litigation (Tr. 1454 , 1481). Proper interview super-
vision and accurate data compilations were assured by the pro-
cedures foUowed (Tr. 1448 , 1463 . I467).

Survey findings as to consumers of cement in the Bessemer area
included the foUowing:

(1) Eighty-five percent of aU consumers purchased more than
one brand of cement during the 5-year period preceding the fa1l
of 1963 (RX 58 , p. 11). The median number of brands of cement
purchased , specified , or solicited for during this same 5-year period
was 5 (RX 58, p. 14). Only I4 percent of the consumers purchased.
specified , or were solicited by Jess than 3 brands: IO percent pur-
chased , specified, or were solicited by 9 or more hrands (RX 58
p. 14).

(2) Ninety-four percent of all consumers would prefer not to
have more cement salesmen call on them than were thcn doing so
and 4 percent stated no preference; only 2 percent (the median

number of brands purchased and solicited by in this 2 percent
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group was 4) wanted more salesmen to call on them (RX 58 , p. 15).
(3) Comparing the 2-year period 1960-1961 with 1962-1963,

16 percent of the consumers of cement stated that the quality of
cement had gone up in the latter period, 77 percent stated that
quality had remained the same (RX 58 , p. 16). Comparing these
same 2-year periods, 38 percent of the consumers stated that
quality of service from cement suppliers had become better in
the latter period; 59 percent stated that it had remained the same
(RX 58 , p. 19).

(4) Ninety-nine and six-tenths percent of all consumers stated
that they had not experienced any adverse effects from the acqui-
sition of Bessemer by respondent (RX 58 , p. 23).

The results of the census survey of the "common customers" of
Standard and Bessemer included the following:

(1) Ninety-six percent of all "common customers" purchased
more than one brand of cement during the 5-year period preceding
the fall of 1963 (RX 58 , p. 28). The median number of brands
purchased , specified, or solicited for, by all the "common cus-
tomers " during this same 5-year period was seven (RX 58 , p. 31).
Of all "common customers " 98 percent purchased , specified , or

were solicited by 3 or more brands, and 30 percent purchased
specified , or were solicited by nine or more brands (RX 58 , p. 31).

(2) Ninety-nine percent of all "common customers" would
prefer not to have more cement salesmen call on them than ca1l
on them now , and 1 percent stated no preference (RX 58 , p. 32).
None of the "common customers" wanted more salesmen to cal1
on them (RX 58 , p. 32) .

(3) Comparing the 2-year period 1960-1961 with I962-1963,
18 percent of the "common customers " stated that the quality of
cement had gone up in the latter period , 77 percent stated that
quality had remained the same (RX 58, p. 33). Comparing these
same 2-year periods, 55 percent stated that quality of service
from cement suppliers had become better in the latter period; 44
percent stated that it had remained the same: only 1 percent said
it had become worse (RX 58 , p. 36).

(4) Ninety-eight and five-tenths percent of the "common cus-
tomers" stated that they had not experienced any adverse effects
from the acquisition of Bessemer by respondent (RX 58, p. 40).
Opinions of Economists and Competitors

Dr. Richard M. Cyert , Dean of the Graduate School of Industrial
Administration at the Carnegie Institute of Technology, a dis-
tinguished economist and author of numerous articles and books
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on economics, analyzed the effects of respondent' s acquisition of
Bessemer (Tr. 1963-68). Respondent's counsel stated that he was
asking the witness to assume certain facts as having been estab-

. lished by the record in this proceeding. Dr. Cyert relied on the
hypothesized facts in stating his opinion in response to questions
of counsel (Tr. 1983-2019 , 2077-81).

The hypothetical facts assumed by Dr. Cyert (Tr. 1983-2019)
are far from being an accurate representation of facts established
in the record. The hypothetical question contains statements whicb
are not based on facts of record, but are only inferences which

are clearly unsubstantiated. Some examples of these inferences
represented to Dr. Cyert as facts are: (1) The trend in the cement
industry is towards a rail-truck type of transportation: (2) The
pressure of excess capacity tends to force producers to seek sales
at greater distances; (3) New methods of distribution are en-
abling, and other methods of distribution will enable, fast delivery
by distant sellers thus permitting expansion.

Dr. Cyert concluded from the facts assumed in the hypotbetical
question that the market in which Standard and Bessemer oper-
ated showed the characteristics of the competitive process. He
placed primary emphasis on facts showing that there were pres-
sures on price, a number of new companies had ent€red the area
which he thought should be considered, a suffcient number of
companies competed in the market to insure the continuation of
competition, and no peculiar advantages were available to any
company because of size (Tr. 2030-31).

Dr. Cyert , who is also a recognized authority in statistics and
in the collection of survey data, was of the opinion that the
findings of Dr. Zeisel's survey were a suffcient basis to determine
the consequences of the acquisition on the actual and potential
customers of Standard and Bessemer. He was of the opinion that
these customers had not been adversely affected by reason of
respondent' s acquisition of Bessemer and that the customers were
amply protected against any possibility of any future adverse
effects (Tr. 2051).

Dr. Samuel M. Loescher, Associate Professor of Economics at
Indiana Dniversity, an economist and author , testified that he
considered the 23-county Standard area to be a relevant economic

market for the "reasons that both the-the acquiring and the
acquired enterprise sold into that area , and that in an industry
such as the cement industry transportation is a very important

factor. " (Tr. 2179.
Dr. Loescher further testified that the 23-county Standard area
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was oligopolistic, and it was his opinion that the merger involved
here may result in adverse effects on competition. (Tr. 2202-

Witnesses were caned from thirteen of the companies which
compete with Standard or Bessemer. Each one of these witnesses
stated his opinion to be that his company had not been adversely
affected by Diamond' s acquisition of Bessemer. Eleven witnesses
testified that they knew of no facts which would lead them to
believe that there could or would be any such effects in the future.
One witness stated that in his opinion it was too early for him to
predict the effects of the acquisition upon his company (Tr. 401,

592 , 680, 775 , 818, 876 , 908 , 972 , 1002 , 1033, 1108, 1562 , 1586).

Respondent' s Abandonment Contention
Respondent contends that there can be no adverse effect on

competition flowing from the acquisition, because respondent

would have been out of the cement business except for its acqui-
sition of Bessemer; that one portion of its Standard plant has
already been closed and the remaining portion is scheduled for
closing in 1964.

It is true, as found herein, that respondent had encountered

diffculties with an aging plant, that it was necessary for it to use
high-cost limestone brought to its plant from a considerable dis-

tance, and that it had other problems. There were a number of
those engaged in the management of respondent who believed that
the Painesville operation could not continue to operate profitably,
but it had never been concluded by respondent' s management that
it would get out of the cement business and cease selling cement
in the area where it had been successful. Numerous alternatives
to closing the plant were considered , and before any final decision
had been reached as to the future conduct or abandonment of re-
spondent' s cement business, the acquisition of Bessemer was
accomplished (Tr. 1616).

It is probably correct that the entire cement manufacturing
operation at Painesvile wil be closed as now planned, but this is
not to say that respondent would have abandoned its cement busi-
ness unless it had acquired Bessemer. In short , it cannot be found
that respondent would have disappeared as a cement supplier to
the area in which it se11s , unless it had acquired Bessemer.

Probability of Adverse Effects
This acquisition may have the proscribed adverse effects on

competition because (1) it eliminated an important competitive

factor from the market and (2) because it increased the concen-

tration of competitors to the point that respondent's share of the
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business increased from 27 to 43 percent. There is no direct evi-
dence of any change in market behavior foJ1owing the acquisition
and no evidence of any actual adverse effects on competition , and
the conclusion which is reached that this acquisition violates the
statute as charged is based on the two factors mentioned above.

This case appears to faJ1 within the pattern discussed in Phila-
delphia National Bank supm. The discussion there clearly indi-
cates that it is correct to consider here the area in which the two
firms competed as being the proper area in which to appraise any

probable effects of the acquisition. With regard to this , the court
in that case said:

We part company with the District Court on the determination of the ap-
propriate "section of the country." The proper question to be asked in this
case is not where the parties to the merger do business or even where they
compete, but where, within the area of competitive overlap, the effect of the
merger on competition wil be direct and immediate. (U.S. v. Philadelphia
National Bank 374 U. S. at 357.

The court also cited with approval the American Crystal Sugar Co.
v. Cuban-AmeTican Sugar Co. 152 F. Supp. 387 , 398 (D.

Y. 1957), aff' 259 F. 2d 524 (C.A. 2d Cir. 1958), where it
was determined that the overlapping sales areas of the two firms
involved was the appropriate and relevant " section of the country
to be considered. Also , in Bmwn Shoe Co. v. United States 37 D.
294 , at 337 , the court said:
The fact that two merging firms have competed directly on the horizontal
level in but a fraction of the geographic markets in which either has operated,
does not, in itself, place their merger outside the scope of 7. That section
speaks of "any

" ':' '

" section of the country, " and if anti competitive effects of a
merger are probable in "any" significant market , the merger-at least to that
extent-is proscribed.

If the area where the two firms competed is the " section of the
country" in which to appraise the effects of this acquisition , and
the decided cases hold that it is within this area that the likelihood

of adverse effects may be judged , then it is clear that the changes
in the structure of the market in this area are such that the
merger will in a1l likelihood have adverse effects on competition.
There are no countervailing considerations which would indicate
an opposite result.

In the Philadelphia National Bank case , at 363, the court said:
* ,. " Specifically, we think that a merger which produces a firm controlling

an undue percentage share of the relevant market, and results in a significant
increase in the concentration of firms in that market , is so inherently likely
to lessen competition substantially that it must be enjoined in the absence of
evidence clearly showing that the merger is not likely to have such anti-
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competitive effects. See United States v. Koppers Co. 202 F. Supp. 437

(D. Pa. 1962).

Such a test lightens the burden of proving ilegality only with respect to
mergers whose size makes them inherently suspect in light of Congress ' de-
sign in 9 7 to prevent undue concentration. Furthermore, the test is fully
consonent with economic theory. That" (cJompetition is likely to be greatest
when there are many sellers , none of which has any significant market share
is common ground among most economists , and was undoubtedly a premise of
congressional reasoning about the antimerger statute.
The merger of appellees wi11 result in a single bank's control1ng at least
30% of the commercial banking business in the four-county Philadelphia
metropolitan area. ithout attempting to specify the smallest market share
which would stil be considered to threaten undue concentration , we are clear
that 30% presents that threat.

The Proposed Order

Divestiture is the only remedy which can be applied here which
will restore, to the extent restoration is possible, competition

which existed prior to the acquisition.
The proposed order served with the complaint and the order

proposed by counsel supporting the complaint are the samc and
contain a provision which would prohibit respondent from acquir-
ing any stock or assets of any corporation engaged in interstate
commerce and engaged in selling portland cement in the 23 desig-
nated counties of northeastern Ohio and northwestern Pennsyl-
vania without the prior approval of the Federal Trade Commission.

Counsel supporting the complaint contend that "The record
establishes that Diamond Alkali' s share of the market is 
substantial, and its customer relationships apparently so well
developed, that any future acquisition by it of portland cement
manufacturers selling in the relevant market would have similar
anti competitive effects. Consequently, it is submitted that the ten
year prohibition against the future acquisition of companies en-
gaged in the sale of portland cement in the relevant market
without the prior approval of the Federal Trade Commission is
appropriate.

Since the 23-county area is not a single market , but is an area
containing many separate local markets in which respondent's
market share and customer relationships vary substantially, the
argument of counsel supporting the complaint is not valid for
each of these local markets. It would seem that respondent could
at some time \vithin the next ten years acquire a firm selling in
only a few counties where respondent and the acquired firm had
small shares of the market without substantia1ly lessening com-
petition. It is therefore concluded that the prohibition against
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future acquisitions is inappropriate in this case. It is believed

that in the event respondent, which had not acquired a cement
manufacturing firm or plant previous to the acquisition of The
Bessemer Limestone and Cement Company, should make an
acquisition in an area where it and the acquired firm are important
competitors , the likelihood of a lessening of competition could be
more properly tested in a new proceeding.

CONCLUSIONS OF FACT

1. Diamond Alkali and Bessemer , prior to and at the time of
the acquisition, were corporations engaged in the sale of portland
cement in interstate commerce.

2. Portland cement is a line of commerce within the meaning
of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended.

3. Northeastern Ohio and northwestern Pennsylvania, as de-
scribed in the complaint , is a geographic section of the country
within the meaning of Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as amended.

4. Bessemer has been permanently eliminated by the acquisition
as a substantial competitive factor in the production and sale of
portland cement in northeastern Ohio and northwestern Penn-

sylvania.
5. Concentration in the manufacture and sale of portland

cement in northeastern Ohio and northwestern Pennsylvania has
been significantly and substantially increased by the acquisition
of Bessemer by Diamond Alkali.

6. The acquisition of Bessemer by Diamond Alkali may have
had, and may be expected in the future to have, the effect of
substantially lessening competition in the manufacture and sale
of portland cement in northeastern Ohio and northwestern Penn-
sylvania.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the
subject matter of this proceeding and of the respondent.

2. The acquisition of Bessemer by Diamond Alkali violates
Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as amended.

ORDER

It is o1'de1'd That respondent, Diamond Alkali Company, a
corporation , through its offcers , directors , agents , representatives
and employees, sha1l , within six months from the date of service
upon it of this order , divest itself absolutely, in good faith
and as a unit , and to a purchaser approved by the Federal Trade
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Commission , of a1l stock and of an right, title and interest in
a1l assets, properties , rights and privileges , tangible or intangible,
including but not limited to, a1l properties, plants, machinery,

equipment, raw material reserves, trade names , contract rights,
trademarks, and good wil, acquired by respondent as a result of
its acquisition of the stock and assets of The Bessemer Limestone
and Cement Company, together with a1l plants, machinery, build-
ings , land, raw material reserves , improvements , equipment and
other property of whatever description that have been added to

or placed on the premises of the former The Bessemer Limestone
and Cement Company.

ft is furtheT oTdeTed That pending divestiture, respondent sha1l

not make any changes in any of the plants , machinery, buildings
equipment, or other property of whatever description of the

former The Bessemer Limestone and Cement Company, which
shan impair its present rated capacity for the production , sale

and distribution of cement, or its market value , unless such ca-
pacity or value is restored prior to divestiture.

ft is fUTther ordered That the aforesaid assets and stock re-
quired to be divested under this order shan not be sold or trans-
ferred, directly or indirectly, to anyone who at the time of the
divestiture is an offcer , director , employee , or agent, or otherwise
directly or indirectly, connected with or under the control of
respondent.

ft is fUTtheT oTdeTed That , in said divestiture, respondent sha1l
not se1l or transfer , directly or indirectly, any of the aforesaid
stock and assets , to any corporation, or to anyone who, at the
time of said divestiture, is an offcer, director , employee or agent
of a corporation , which , at the time of such sale or transfer, is
engaged in the manufacture , sale or distribution of cement in
the geographic area heretofore served by The Bessemer Limestone
and Cement Company.

ft is fUTthe'l oTdered That respondent sha1l, within such time
as may be fixed by order of the Federal Trade Commission , submit
in writing for the consideration and approval of the Commission,
its plan for complying with the provisions of this order.

OPINION OF THE COMMISSIO:-

OCTOBER 2 , lB67

BY REILLY Commissioner:
The Commission on October 22 , 1965, affrmed the complaint

herein , adopting the hearing examiner s findings of fact, and found
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respondent to be in violation of Section 7 of the amended Clayton
Act, 15 D. C. 18, as a result of its acquisition on August 31,
1961 , of the outstanding stock of The Bessemer Limestone and
Cement Company.

Prior to the acquisition , respondent had manufactured cement
in two plants , designated A" and " " located at the site of its
chemical works at Painesvile, Ohio. Following the Bessemer
acquisition, Diamond Alkali discontinued cement production at
its Painesvilc works owing to the ineffciency and uneconomic
condition of both plants A and B , both of which were obsolescent
and owing also to the lack of an adjacent limestone quarry. Plant
A was closed down in November 1961 after issuance of complaint
herein and its machinery was dismantled. Plant B , we are in-
formed, was dismantled and sold in August 1964 following the
issuance of the initial decision in this matter. Diamond Alkali
thus, after a transition period , has confined its manufacturing
operations to the plant acquired among the Bessemer assets.

These facts present for consideration a novel question, namely,

having found a violation of amended Section 7, to what extent
can the Commission devise an effective remedy: and what should
that remedy be, where the acquiring firm has divested itself of
the preacquisition assets corresponding to the particular assets
whose acquisition gave the merger its anticompctitive character.
In short, what can the Commission do when there is no longer in
being duplicate manufacturing facilities which upon an order of
divestiture could form the basis for two viable firms and thus a
restoration of competition.

Having found a violation , it is incumbent upon the Commission
to fashion a remedy which wi1l, to the extent possible, restore
competition to the state of health it might be expected to enjoy
but for the acquisition. Ekeo Fmducts Company, Docket No. 8122
April 21 , 1964 , Opinion , p. I6 (65 F. C. 1163, 1216J.

Prior to Diamond Alkali' s acquisition of Bessemer , there existed
in the relevant geographic area , in addition to the firms not di-
rectly involved herein, two viable companies, Diamond and
Bessemer, the former having an obsolescent plant but a far from
moribund business. After the dust settled , there was one viable
company in being.

Because we \vere confronted with a question of first impression
we deferred issuance of a remedial order and sought the aid of
the parties in considering alternative forms of order which might
be helpful in devising a remedy which would be at once fair to
Diamond Alkali and in the public interest.
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The Commission s task has not been lightened by the espousal

of polar positions by the two parties. Complaint counsel insists
upon divestiture and has not supplied any attractive alternatives.
Its attitude appears to be that Diamond Alkali violated the law
and placed itself in a vulnerable economic position by disposing
of its faciJities and should pay for it by being compelled to divest
itself of the acquired firm. Respondent , on the other hand , stating
vigorously its intention never to reenter the cement business if
compelled to divest, urges that ordering divestiture would be
penal and pointless since it would merely substitute one competitor
for another and that therefore it should be permitted to retain
the Bessemer assets but be compelled to produce a new competitor
and to refrain from further acquisitions for ten years. It argues
in effect that it was only trying to remain in the cement business
an essentially procompetitive act , but that its plant was uneconomic
and obsolescent: and a condition of its economic survival as a
competitive force was to secure effcient manufacturing facilities.
Respondent' s position is that to order the divestiture of the Besse-
mer assets on thcse facts would not only be penal but would

produce no tangible benefit beyond the vindication of the statute.
We disagree.

The Commission is of course not concerned with wreaking ven-
geance nor is it interested in adopting a purely formalistic remedy.
Implidt in its original opinion herein is the determination that
while Diamond Alkali had every right to remain in the cement
business, it did not have the right to impair the competitive vigor
of the market by the way it chose to proceed. The policy of the
amended Clayton Act is that this end plant rehabiltation

and business survival , be achieved by internal expansion , not by
illegal acquisition S. v. Philadelphia National Bank 374 D.

321 , 370. Thc question thus is not whether Diamond Alkali would
have been forced out but rather , in addressing itself to the prob-
lem of staying in , it should have thought in terms of internal
expansion , not acquisition. Cf. Pennanente Cernent Company,
Docket No. 7939 , April 24 , 1964 , Opinion , p. 5 (65 F. C. 410 , 491J.

Moreover , Diamond Alkali has made an acquisition which has
left it with over 40 ';; of the relevant market. This is something
more than merely protecting its business by replacing an obso-
lescent plant. It has aggrandized its business through its readiness
to eliminate a substantial competitor and to substantia1ly increase

concentration in the relevant market.

While we do not believe the Commission would be justified in
adopting a purely retributive remedy nor in adopting one other-
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wise justified which is needlessly harsh , neverthe1ess, the Com-

mission cannot be deterred in framing a remedy by pleas that it
might work hardship upon the respondent. The Supreme Court
has held that the remedial phase of antitrust cases is crucial and
that the primary focus of inquiry as to remedy is whether the

relief adequately redresses the economic injury arising out of the
vioJation. S. v. E. I. du Pont de NemouTs Co. 366 U.S. 316

326, 327. And in framing a remedy the fact it is harsh is not
necessarily relevant "for it is wel1 setted that once the government
has successful1y borne the considerahle burden of establishing a

violation of law a1l doubts as to the remedy are to be resolved
in its favor. S. v. E. I. du Pont de N emoun Co. , gupm p. 334.

The most appropriate remedy to redress a Section 7 violation is
genera1ly divestiture. It is specified in the enforcement provisions
of the amended Clayton Act and normal1y commends itself as a
rational course in restoring competition to the condition which

obtained prior to the merger.
Dnquestionably there are exceptionaJ circumstances where the

economic eviJ inherent in the acquisition is not so much the imme-
diate elimination of a competitor and the consequent increase in
concentration here and now but in the longer-term trend toward
concentration of which the merger is symptomatic. In cases such
as these an order confined to the prohibition of future mergers is
itself an indirect form of divestiture, since it frustrates systematic
acquisition programs designed to maintain dominant market posi-
tion and eliminates the barrier to entry presented by the mere
presence of large firms holding dominant market shares.

These exceptions to the general rule can be reasonably invoked
however only when the proof of their probable effcacy is clear
and convincing. In the absence of proof to the contrary the

assumption of this Commission must be that "only divestiture can
reasonably be expected to restore competition and make the
affected markets whole again, National Tea Company, Docket
No. 7453 , Opinion , March 4, I966 (69 F. C. 226). Moreover, if
an order of divestiture appears to the Commission to be in a1l

likelihood the most effective available remedy, the Commission
need not justify its order beforehand by showing that it wi1
unquestionably restore competition. Nevertheless, because of the
peculiar circumstances present here, it becomes necessary to

inquire (1) whether divestiture is necessary as the only effective
remedy. in view of the fact that divestiture normal1y envisions

a resultant situation wherein two firms exist where there had
been one, and thus a diminution of concentration , a circumstance
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which is not the case here, or (2) whether alternatively a less
harsh order may not be equal1y effective.

The Commission, in short, must adopt that remedy which
promises the greatest likelihood of restoring competition. It may
be imperfect; it may even be somewhat problematical, but so
long as it is the most promising avenue of relief and gives greater
promise than does doing nothing, the Commission s obligation is
clear. The immediate question which arises is whether restoration
of competition can be achieved at al1 and whether it requires
divestiture or might be accomplished without it. Is it possible, for
example , to induce Diamond Alkali to remain in the market by
granting concessions short of permitting retention of the Bessemer
assets '! The Commission cannot of course compel Diamond Alkali
to remain in the industry, and we are limited in offering induce-
ments by the fact that Diamond Alkali now and in the future is
free to stay or go as it pleases.

Complaint counsel has suggested delaying divestiture for a
period of three years as an inducement to Diamond Alkali to
build a new plant. Quite apart from the fact that Diamond Alkali
has indicated no interest whatever in such a solution, we think it
unlikely, given the present over-capacity in the area , that anyone
at the present time could be induced to make the necessary capital

outlay, on the order of 25 mil1ion dol1ars, to erect a manufacturing
plant. If as the hearing examiner found , and we agree, the likeli-
hood of expansion into the area by firms outside is remote , at

least for the present, the creation of new facilities by those already
in the market, such as Diamond Alkali, is equal1y remote. More-
over , we seriously question whether a purchaser of the Bessemer
assets , specifical1y the manufacturing plant, could be readily
found when it is to be confronted with a new plant of equivalent
size buil by Diamond Alkali.

Thus , although it would be most desirable to have two com-
petitors in the place of one now operating, it does not appear
feasible at the present time.

Other than delayed divestiture suggested by complaint counsel.

no inducement has been suggested which is likely to placate Dia-
mond Alkali suffciently to prompt its remaining in the market if
required to divest itself of the Bessemer assets. Weare confronted
at the outset with Diamond Alkali' s adamant refusal to consider
any remedy which involves its divestiture of the Bessemer plant.
Any suggestions Diamond Alkali has put forward are grounded
upon this premise.

The question of permitting Diamond Alkali to retain some por-
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tion of the assets other than the Bessemer plant is further com-
plicated by the fact that the present Bessemer-Diamond Alkali
complex appears to be a unitary operation which does not admit

of dismemberment. This for the reason that there is only one plant
which is the kernel of the operation. Diamond Alkali has made
it plain it wil not become a distributor , for example, by retaining
terminals and possibly customers , but must have manufacturing
facilities , and it is not about to erect them.

Thus , it remains to inquire whether some remedy can be found
which will permit Diamond Alkali to retain the Bessemer acqui-
sition virtually intact and yet restore a measure of competition.

We have explored the possibility that a solution may be found
whereby Diamond Alkali might retain the plant and give up a num-
ber of customers, including those it gained from Bessemer. Apart
from the diffculty of identifying and segregating those customers
peculiar to Bessemer (many customers al"e held in common), this
tactic would involve the Commission in a compliance undertaking
for which it is not equipped. Certainly we could not specify that a
certain number of customers be transferred to a ne\vcomer without
the customers ' acquiescence. Their indignation at being transferred
as though they were chattels can be readily imagined. We cannot
feasibly compel Diamond Alkali not to serve customers who wish
to be served by it. While we could order Diamond to abandon a
certain percentage of its business , we have no guarantee that that
would result in any appreciable improvement in the competitive
climate. It could be a1l secured by one competitor with no appreci-
able diminution in concentration.

The only alternative acceptable to Diamond is to leave it with
the manufacturing plant and business of Bessemer and compel it
to assist in the creation of a new competitor. To this latter end it
is prepared to forego the use of the "Standard" brand name, to sell
its Cleveland terminal to a newcomer and assist the latter 
financing a terminal , to provide the newcomer with a list of cement
purchasers in the 23-county area, together with other assistance
in setting up in business , and to guarantee the newcomer sales up
to 100,000 barrels for each of three years. By the terms of its
proposal Diamond would be excused from further obligation to
produce a new competitor if none were produced within ODe year.

We find this proposal totally unacceptable for a number of reasons:
It is not a plan for restoration of competition but a promise of

one year s effort in this direction by Diamond. 1oreover
Diamond' s obligations under an order and the contractual relations
between it and its candidate would inevitably raise questions of
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interpretation and performance which would necessarily cast the
Commission in the role of arbiter and impose upon the Commission
a compliance surveilance task whose dimensions would be badly
out of proportion to any benefit realized. More than that, the terms
themselves give little or no promise of restoration of competition.

Guaranteed sales of 100 000 barrels represent a miniscule per-

centage of the relevant market and for reasons amply stated in the
record we would have every expectation that a year would pass
with no candidate produced. Respondent' s counsel has noted that
the likelihood that any candidate would content itself with a mere
distributorship is unheard of , and, as we noted above, the hearing
examiner has found , and we agree , that the likelihood of a new-
comer erecting a plant at a cost of 25 million dollars , with the
attendant problem that the present over-capacity in the market
would be further aggravated , is extremely remote. We are told that
sales of 100 000 barrels will support one salesman: hardly a threat
to the peace of mind of the Diamond Alkali sales department.

We had hoped for a giant stride toward restoration of competi-
tion. Diamond proposes a mincing step. One hundred thousand
barrels represent slightly more than 2 i; of Diamond' s and Besse-
mer s combined sales in 1959 and less than 3 c; of their combined
1962 sales. It is 4clc of the output of the plant which Diamond
Alkali acquired from Bessemer. Considering that this merger left
Diamond with over 40 of total sales , over 15 ii' of total sales

being secured by virtue of the Bessemer acquisition , Diamond'
proposal is hardly one which the Commission can greet with en-
thusiasm. Diamond offers to forego the use of the "Standard"
brand. We note that at the time the offer was made Diamond had
not used this brand for two years.

Diamond has indicated that its proposal is not final and it is
prepared to explore the acceptability of modifications or substi-
tutes. However , the proposal advanced thus far offers no promise
that any meaningful solution could be arrived at or that Diamond
would come up with anything substantially more attractive in sub-
sequent submissions. In order to justify the risk that further delay
would vitiate this arduous litigation and result in no redress what-
ever, the Commission would have to have more solid promise of
success than we perceive at present.

:Moreover , and most importantly, we are wary of any solution
that represents litte more than hopeful tinkering. A jerry-built
remedy inspires little confidence in the effective discharge by the
Commission of its obligations.

Finally, Diamond Alkali proposes to accept in lieu of divestiture,
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a prohibition against acquisitions of assets of producers in this in-
dustry for a period of ten years. We think this is an inadequate
alternative. Prohibitions against future acquisitions are appropri-
ate where the evil of the merger is its contribution to a trend
toward concentration , perceptible sometimes in conglomerate and
market extension mergers. On the other hand, where substantial
concentration and the elimination of competition is immediate and
palpable , as is the case in this horizontal merger where the sur-
viving firm holds 40/" of the relevant market, there is no dis-
cernible benefit to be achieved through a prohibition against future
acquisitions.

We have said elsewhere that the Commission has an obligation
to adopt that course most conducive to the restoration of competi-
tion. Dnless there is a real likelihood of future market concen-
tration due to the probability of future acquisitions , a prohibition
against future acquisitions can only be justified on the legalistic
ground that it vindicates the statute. It would not redress the
violation in any positively beneficial way and we could not justify
it at a1l if there is at hand a remedy which gives any promise of
restoring competition.

We might speculate that a prohibition against future acquisi-
tions might insure that the further threat to competition implicit
in the possibility of Diamond's growth through acquisitions is
eliminated, and this elimination is justified because a deterrent to
new entry is thereby removed. However, this is hardly justified if
there is available a method whereby, through divestiture , Diamond
itself becomes a deterrent in the form of potential competition to
those already in the market. In short , if it is argued that a pro-
hihition against future acquisitions would be an effective remedy
because it prevents Diamond from enlarging its size and power
and thus makes entry more attractive than it otherwise might have
been for other firms , now unknown , to play the role of potential

competitor , the answer is that this is a poor substitute for divesti-
ture which would have Diamond itself play the role, and very
convincingly. In place of hopeful speculation , we would have a
potential competitor at hand and one whose size and power insure
that it will not be ignored by those in the market.

It remains to be considered whcther requiring Diamond Alkali
to divest the Bessemer assets will adequately redress the anticom-
petitive effect of the acquisition , that is, whether any counter-
vailing pro-competitive result wil flow from such divestiture which
will serve to redress the lessening of competition occasioned by the
acquisition.
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We think the appropriate remedy here is divestiture for the
reason that it is the only course which wil tend toward the resto-
ration of competition as it existed prior to the acquisition. How-
ever, because Diamond Alkali has vehemently expressed its
intention to withdraw from the cement industry should it be
required to divest, we think it is necessary to set forth as elearly as
possible the reasons why we believe divestiture will nevertheless
procure a desirable economic result.

In a way, ordering divestiture is a "pig in a poke" because we
know we have an effective competitor now on the scene , and we
have no guarantee that anyone brought in as a substitute for
Diamond Alkali would measure up to its level of effectiveness.
Moreover, we are aware that there is an economic waste in com-
pelling divestiture with its consequent dislocations , production lags
personnel problems, etc. It is thus necessary to determine whether
the benefits achieved by ordering divestiture warrant paying the
economic price.

In so doing, we are confronted with two questions, (1) wil
Diamond Alkali in fact be a potential competitor and (2) if so,
wil it provide beneficial results suffcient to warrant ordering
divestiture

We have noted earlier that Diamond Alkali has gone to con-
siderable lengths to persuade the Commission that if it is com-
pe1led to divest Bessemer , it will not under any circumstances
reenter the cement industry. In connection with its submittal of
proposed alternative forms of order it has supplied the Commission
with an affdavit of Raymond F. Evans, Chairman of the Board
and Chief Executive Offcer of Diamond Alkali , which sets forth
in forceful terms why it is not in the firm s interest to reenter the
cement industry should it be compelled to divest itself of the
Bessemer plant. The affdavit states flatly that "* * * there are
neither now in existence nor in prospect facts which would cause
it now or in the foreseeable future to build a cement plant to manu-
facture cement for sale in the 23 county area "' * * (and thatJ * * *
the company wil not continue in the cement business.

This positive expression of intention is of course designed to

remove an important prop, intention to enter , from the argumeni
that Diamond Alkali , if forced to divest the Bessemer plant , will
be a potential competitor. S. v. Penn-Olin Chemical Co. 378 D.

158 (1964).
Diamond Alkali offers a number of arguments to support its

assertion that it is not a likely future entrant: It is constitutionally
oriented toward chemicals, not cement; it has never expanded its
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cement production beyond its Painesvile works; it has been dis-
satisfied with the return on cement investment and cannot justify
the commitment of risk capital to it; industry plant expansion has
resulted in over-capacity with a decline in plant utilization , etc.

While litigation strategy could well dictate the course here
adopted by Diamond Alkali , we nevertheless ascribe no disin-
genuous motives to the expression of intention which Diamond
Alkali has submitted; and we are fully aware that expressions of
intention are an important element in determining whether a par-
ticular firm represents potential competition. But whether or not
a present expression of intention is dispositive of the question
whether a firm may become a competitor in the future and is thus
a potential competitor here and now is another matter.

For the Commission to attempt to divine with any certainty on
the basis of presently operative facts what Diamond will do in the
future would involve an unacceptable measure of speculation. Even
accepting Diamond Alkali's statement at its face value it provides
no firm assurance that it accurately reflects what wil be the future
decision of management on the question of reentry. A statement of
present intention is nece sarily subjective and transitory subject
to change with changes in the industry, in the fortunes of the firms
and in the composition of Diamond Alkali' s Board and manage-
ment. To hold that present intention is a reliable determinant of
future conduct runs counter to the economic principle that future
conduct will he guided by what is best for the firm at that time.
Future decisions wil be made by those then in charge without
reference to commitments made in the course of this litigation.
Furthermore , the vigor with which Diamond resists divestiture
testH:ies to an abiding interest in the cement industry; and we are
not persuaded that after 40 years in the cement business and

ha ving tasted of the rewards of holding in excess of 40 c'; of the
relevant market, Diamond Alkali wil permanently turn its back
on the cement business.

Thus , we cannot consider the affdavit persuasive of Diamond'
future status as a potential competitor. Moreover , and most im-
portantly, the affdavit is directed to the Commission in the hope
of persuading the Commission that Diamond is not a potential
competitor , but in the fmal analysis it is the reaction of those in
the market-place which is crucial in determining whether Diamond
is a credible potential competitor. The relevant test is not what
respondent te1ls the Commission now nor what the objective
likelihood of entry is, as though that could he determined , but
rather what the Commission can learn as to the probable reaction
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of those in the industry, what they think and do. The respondent
may have no present intention to enter. Certainly its affdavit
suggests reasons why entry at this time is unattractive. N ever-
theless, if it is a credible potential competitor in the eyes of
those in the industry, we believe divestiture promises beneficial
competitive results.

Stripped of the Bessemer works , Diamond Alkali presents to the
industry in the 23-county area the image of a firm which has en-

gaged in the cement business for 40 years , and one which , as we
have noted above , has experienced a substantial share of the rel-
evant market. It is a large , powerful , diversified , apparently well
managed firm which did not voluntarily withdraw from the cement
business but was driven from it despite a stout resistance. If
Diamond Alkali had simply withdrawn by liquidating its plant
without buying another, it would be a less persuasive potential
competitor; but here it stayed and replaced the obsolescent plant,

thus clearly demonstrating its interest in the industry.
It is inconceivable that those in the 23-county area in future

appraisals of the market' s probable makeup will lose sight of the
very considerable threat that reentry by Diamond Alkali presents,
and be guided accordingly. Diamond Alkali wil be a potential com-
petitor unless those in the industry are convinced it is wholly im-
probable that it will reenter. Only then wil it fail to serve its
purpose as a silent threat to those in the industry and the "com-
fortable" life they may lead.

Thus , we are of the firm conviction that Diamond Alkali wil be
a potential competitor and that this competition will redress to the
extent possible the antieompetitive impact of the merger.

We see no reason to dwell at length on the beneficial competitive
significance of potential competition. It has received the approval
of the courts and represents , we think , sound economic theory, 

v. Penn-Olin Chemical Co. SU1'm; S. v. 101 Paso Nat1lml Gas Co.
376 D.S. 651 (1954).

At the time of Diamond' s acquisition of Bcssemer the cement
industry in this market was concentrated , with 93Sr of shipments
being accounted for by seven firms. Diamond Alkali alone had 27 

of shipments and Bessemer 16': . The merger, thus , in addition to
eliminating a substantial competitive factor, contributed to in-
creased concentration in the market.

In these circumstances the potential competition represented by
Diamond Alkali assumes special value. With its history of involve-
ment in the industry, its financial resources and management skil,
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there is no question that it presents to the industry a factor which
must be reckoned with, We have said

A fundamental conccrn of Congress in amending Section 7 of the Clayton
Act in 1950 was with the effect on competition of concentrating the business
of a particular market or industry in the hands of too few sellers. In markets
where one or a very few firms control a large part of the total sales, there 
a tendency for all firms to refrain from vigorous price competition. * * * LIn
such circumstancesJ ;. , * the mere prospect of new competition may have a
salutary effect. The large sener in a concentrated market knows that the en-
try of new competitors would jeopardize the stable price structure of the
market and might welllead to lower prices , as a result of greater competition
and lower profits. He also knows that if prices in the market are so high as to

make it easy for a new competitor to cover his costs, make a healthy profit , and
stil be competitive with the firms presently operating in the market , the
attractiveness of entry to prospective competitors wil be great, and the like-
lihood of actual entry substantial. The most effective way of discouraging
entry into a concentrated market is for the major se1lers to keep their prices
down to a level low enough to make entry unattractive to new competitors.
Beatrice Foods Company, Docket Xo. 6653 , April 26, 1965 , Opinion, pp. 27, 28
(67 F, C. 473 . 715-716).

We can conceive of no more convincing potential competitor than
Diamond Alkali as an "aggressive , well equipped and well managed
corporation" r whose interest in entry, based upon past involve-
mentJ "* * * would be a substantial incentive to competition which
cannot be underestimated. S. v. Penn-Olin Chemical Co. , 8upm.
And this incentive to competition is not some speculative future
event but a beneficial reaction here and now , a brake on oligopoly.

Thus , we do not base Ollr hopes for an improvement in competi-
tion in this industry upon speculation that Diamond might at some
future date reenter and actively contribute to deconcentration at

that time. Rather it is the " inert" effect which Diamond wil have
now and in the future upon those in the market whose pricing and
competitive conduct is influenced by the knowledge that Diamond
may reenter when circumstances are ripe. Moreover, even if
Diamond, through pique or otherwise , should never reenter, its
effect as a potential competitor remains so long as those in the
market have reason to believe it is a threat.

Furthermore, it is worth noting that in some respects Diamond
as a potential competitor is a more desirable competitive factor

than as an actual participant in the market. The barriers to entry
in this industry, not the least of which is the immense cost of
erecting a plant , automatically reduce the number of potential
entrants. In these circumstances Diamond becomes especially
credible, and therefore valuable , as a potential entrant. The com-
petitive disadvantage in having a big firm such as Diamond Alkali
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in the market, that is , deterrent to entry by sma1l firms and ability
to smother sma1ler competitors in the market Fedeml Tmde Com-

mission v. The PTocte?' Gamble Co. 386 D, S. 568 (1967) ; Ekco
P1'ducts Company, supm can be viewed as an asset when the firm
stands on the edge as a threat to the entrenched oligopolists. If
what is required is a large firm and there are, as a consequence

few available , Diamond becomes a convincing candidate. On the
other hand , where entry is easy and attractive there is in conse-
quence a large number of potential entrants which by their number
inevitably diminish the deterrent effect of anyone of them.

Moreover , we are not unmindful of the possible deconcentration
attending the divestiture of an operation representing over 40 

j';,

of the relevant market and the opportunity for some others in the
market to secure a portion of this business.

In sum , the Commission in this matter has two choices. It can
either leave Diamond Alkali in statu quo on the assumption that
it probably will not be a potential competitor if we order divesti-
ture , and thus nothing would be gained by ordering divestiture , or
we can order divestiture on the assumption that Diamond wil
remain a potential competitor notwithstanding its declared intent
to the contrary. If we select the first course , we are simply throwing
up our hands and surrendering all chance that this Section 7 viola-
tion wil be remedied. If we select the second way, we preserve
whatever promise of enhancement of competition is implicit in
Diamond Alkali as a potential competitor. For the reasons set
forth above we have chosen this second course.

An appropriate order wil issue.

FINAL ORDER

By order dated October 22 , 1965 (68 F. C. 1204J, the Commis-
sion directed the parties to submit proposed alternative forms of
order in disposition of this matter. The Commission having con-
sidered these proposals together with briefs and oral argument
and for the reasons stated in the accompanying opinion , being of
the opinion that the following order is most appropriate in light of
the Commission s decision and the public interest,

ft is oTdeTed That respondent , Diamond Alkali Company, within
one (1) year from the date this order becomes final , sha1l divest , to
a purchaser or purchasers approved by the Federal Trade Com-
mission, as a going concern, all stock , assets, properties , rights and
privileges, tangible and intangible , acquired as a result of the
acquisition of The Bessemer Limestone and Cement Company,
together with all additions thereto and replacements thereof.
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It is further o?'dered That pending divestiture , Diamond Alkali
Company not make any changes in any of the aforesaid stock
and/or assets which would impair their present capacity for the
manufacture and sale of cement, or their market value.

ft is .fuTther oTdered That , in the aforesaid divestiture , none of
the stock and/or assets be sold or transferred, directly or indirectly,
to any person who is at the time of divestiture an offcer , director
employee , or agent of, or under the control or direction of Diamond
Alkali Company or any of its subsidiaries or affliates, or to any
person who owns or controls , directly or indirectly, more than one
(1) percent of the outstanding shares of voting stock of Diamond
Alkali Company or any of its subsidiaries or affliates.

ft is fUTther ordered That Diamond Alkali Company, within
sixty (60) days from the date this order becomes final , and every
sixty (60) days thereafter until it has fully complied with the pro-
visions of this order , submit in writing to the Federal Trade Com-
mission a report setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which it intends to comply, is complying, and/or has compJied with
this order. All compliance reports shall include , among other things
that will be from time to time required , a summary of all contacts
and negotiations with potential purchasers, the identity of all such
potential purchasers , and copies of all written communications to
and from such potential purchasers.
By the Commission , without the concurrence of Commi:osioner

MacIntyre because of his view that to require divestiture here
would impose an undue hardship upon respondent without off-
setting benefits to the public by way of any prospective enhance-
ment in the competitive situation.

IN THE MATTER OF

PAN AMERICAI\ CIGAR C0:1PANY ET AL. t/a HAVA:'A
FLORIDA CIGAR CO:lP AXY AND GLOBE , INC.

CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , I:- REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATIOK OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE CO:lMISSIO:- ACT

Docket C-1261. Complaint, Oct. 5, iD67-Decision , Oct. , 1.967

Consent order requiring a Hoboken , N.J., distributor of cigars to cease mis-

representing its business status and the origin, price , quality and guar-
antee of its cigars.

CO:lIPLIA:-T

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the
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Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Pan
American Cigar Company, a corporation, and Samuel B. Jacobs

and Mitchell B. Jacobs, individually and as offcers of said corpo-
ration , and trading as Havana Florida Cigar Company and Globe
Inc., hereinafter referred to as respondents, have violated the
provisions of said Act, and it appearing to the Commission that a
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as

follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Pan American Cigar Company is a

corporation organized, existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of New Jersey, with its offce and
principal place of business at 94 River Street, city of Hoboken
State of ew Jersey.

Respondents Samuel B. Jacobs and Mitchell B. Jacobs are offcers
of the corporate respondent. They formulate , direct and control the
acts and practices of the corporate respondent including the acts
and practices hereinafter set forth. Their business address is the
same as that of the corporate respondent. Said individual respond-
ents also trade and do business as Havana Florida Cigar Company
and Globe, Inc., with their offce and principal place of business

located at the above stated address.
PAR. 2. Respondents are engaged in the advertising, offering for

sale , sale and distribution of cigars and tobacco products to distrib-
utors , wholcsalers, dealers and retailers for resale to the public
and in the direct mail order sale of said products at retail to the
public.

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business, respondents
now cause, and for some time last past have caused, their said
products , when sold , to bc shipped from their place of business in
the State of New Jersey to purchasers thereof located in various
other States of the Dnited States and the District of Columbia, and
maintain , and at all times mentioned herein have maintained , a

substantial course of trade in said products in commerce , as "com-
merce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business , and
for the purpose of inducing the sale of their cigars, the respondents
have made numerous statements and representations in connection
with the advertising of their cigars through the use of trade names
and other descriptive and identifying matter and materials which
purport to indicate the composition , formulation, contents, source
of manufacture , price and savings available, former retail price
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based on Internal Revenue Service tax classification , or quality
levels of their cigars , business status and policies.

Typical and i1lustrative of the aforesaid statements and repre-
sentations, but not all inclusive thereof , are the fo1lowing:

1. HAVANA FLORIDA CO'lPANY.
2. HAVANA PALMAS.
100% Clear Havana Long Filer Havana Blends.
C1ear Havanas Guaranteed Finest Clear Havana 100% Long Filer.
3. 

* * " 

in one of our Tampa factories

" *

4. SPECIAL SALE PRICE

I'IPORT BLE:-D PAL'IAS
CONTRACT PURCHASE

FA'IOVS 28( ' IMPORT BLEND RECLASSIFIED

SPECIAL SALE PRICE
nlPORT BLE:-D ELEGANTES

CONTRACT PURCHASE
FAMOUS 25( IMPORT BLEND RECLASSIFIED

SPECIAL SALE PRICE
DOVBLE CORONAS

CONTRACT PURCHASE
F A IOl:S 40,. DOVBLE CORONA RECLASSIFIED

GUARANTEE
ALL CIGARS CONTAINED m THIS BOX

ARE FIRST QUALITY ONLY
Same as their Regular Famous Name

No Seconds-No lrregular.

NOTICE TO RETAILERS
The law prohibits the removal of the cigars herein contained to be tram;
ferred to our regular brand name boxes or other boxes for the purposes of
higher resale price or for any other reason.

However , the manufacturers do not permit the use of their regular brand
name for advertising or promotional purposes as an aid to these cigars.

Copyright 1965 Globe CO.

PAR. 5. By and through the use of the above-quoted statements
and representations , and others similar thereto not specifical1y set
out herein, the respondents represent, and have represented
directly or by implication:

1. Through the use of respondents ' trade name " HAVAKA
FLORIDA COMPANY" that respondents principal business operations

or places of business are located on the island of Cuba and in
the State of Florida.
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2. That respondents' cigars bearing such designations as
Havana Palmas" and other similar brand names or descriptions

in which the word "Havana" appears , are made entirely from
tobacco grown on the island of Cuba.

3. That respondents are cigar manufacturers.

4. a. That respondents' cigars bearing such designations as

Import Blend Palmas" and "Import Blend Elegantes" and other
similar descriptions were made entirely from imported tobaccos.

b. That substantial savings are obtainable by purchasers of

respondents ' cigars advertised at a "SPECIAL SALE PRICE" through
CONTRACT PURCHASE" which were usual1y and regularly retailed

at 28if, 25if and 40f respectively, and "RECLASSIFIED" into a lower

price and tax category under the Tobacco Tax provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code.

5. a. That respondents' cigars designated "I:IPORT BLE:-D
PALMAS

" "

IMPORT BLEND ELEGANTES" and "DOVBLE CORONAS" are
unconditional1y guaranteed.

b. Through statements such as "* " * Regular Famous Name

*' * 

*" and "* 

* '" 

regular brand name 

*' *' 

*" that said cigars

arc an undisclosed highly prized prestige brand usual1y se1ling
at a substantial1y higher price which have been special1y packed
for respondents under contract so as to conceal the identity of

the we1l-known brand.
PAR. 6. In truth and in fact:

1. Respondents business operations or places of business are
not located on the island of Cuba or in the State of Florida , but
in the State of New Jersey.

2. Hespondents ' cigars designated " Havana Palmas" and other
similar brand names employing the word "Havana" are not made
entirely from tobacco grown on the island of Cuba, and, in many
instances, said cigars do not contain any tobacco whatsoever
grown on the island of Cuba.

3. Respondents are not cigar manufacturers, but are retailers
wholesalers or distributors of said products.

4. a. Respondents ' cigars bearing such designations as " Import
Blend Palmas," " Import Blend Eleg-antes" and other similar des-
ignations are not made entirely from imported tobaccos.

b. Substantial savings are not obtainable by purchasers of re-
spondents ' cigars advertised at a "SPECIAL SALES PRICE" through
CONTRACT PURCHASE" in that said cigars did not usua1ly and

regularly retail at 28(, 25(' and 40, and thereafter were not
RECLASSIFIED" into a 10v.. er price and tax category under the

Tobacco Tax provisions of the Internal Revenue Code.
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5. a. Respondents ' cigars designated " IMPORT BLEND PALMAS:'
IMPORT BLEND ELEGANTES" and "DOUBLE COROJ\AS" are not un-

conditionally guaranteed. Respondents fail to set forth the terms
conditions and limitations of their said guarantee and the extent
to which their said guarantee applies as well as the identity of
the guarantor and manner in which the guarantor wiH perform
thereunder.

b. Respondents ' cigars represented as "* * * Regular Famous
ame * * *" and "* * * regular brand name * * *" are not an

undisclosed highly prized prestige brand usua1ly se1ling at a
substantially higher price, nor are such cigars specia1ly packed
for respondents under contract so as to conceal the identity of
a well-known brand for the purpose of price reduction.

Therefore , the statements and representations as set forth in
Paragraphs Four and Five hereof were and are false , misleading
and deceptive,

PAR. 7. In the course and conduct of their business, and for
the purpose of inducing the sale of their cigars , the respondents
have made, numerous statements and representations in con-
nection with the advertising of their cigars with respect to the

grade, quality or performance of their cigars as well as claims as
to the receipt of awards for the quality of their cigars in com-

petition with other cigars,
1. Typical and illustrative of the aforesaid statements and

representations as to the grade , quality or performance, but not
all inclusive thereof , are the following:
TERRIFIC SAVINGS. As far as we can see these cigars are 98' 1(; perfect
in appearance and 1009 ' perfect in smoking quality.

Re-classifred. as Selection Xo. 1 irregulars because of few off-color wrappers
or slightest imperfections.

WEBSTER SECONDS

These Websters are 98 (!r- perfect in appearance

IOQe;" perfect in smoking quality.

Sold as seconds because of un-matched
.."'rapper colors.

2. Typical and iHustrative of the aforesaid statements and
representations as to the receipt of awards for cigar quality in
competition with other cigars, but not all inclusive thereof, is
the following legend in the form of a scroll or seal:
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AWARD OF MERIT
FIN E el GAR 

PAR. 8. By and through the use of the above-quoted statements
and representations, and others similar thereto not specifically
set out herein, the respondents represent and have represented

directly or by implication:

(1) That respondents ' cigars advertised as "* * * 9870 perfect
in appearance and 100 perfect in smoking quality" and repre-
sentations of similar import were equal in performance to first
quality merchandise.

(2) That respondents ' cigars advertised as having received an
AWARD OF MERIT" or similar award have been selected for ap-

proval or endorsement by an independent organization engaged
in the impartial evaluation of comparative cigar quality or in an
objective determination of the merits of respondents ' cigars in

competition with other cigars.
PAR. 9. In truth and in fact:

(J) Respondents ' cigars advertised as "* ::' * 9Sy; perfect in
appearance and 100 ft: perfect in smoking quality" and repre-
sentations of similar import were not equal in performance to
first quality merchandise; but were of an inferior quality known
in the trade as (a) "seconds " and (b) " throwouts.

(a) A "second" as is known in the trade is a cigar in which
a stem of the tobacco leaf protrudes through the wrapper or there
is a cut or other defect in the nature of a perforation in the

wrapper resulting from the manufacturing process.
(b) A "throw out" as is known in the trade is a cigar which is

in perfect condition on leaving the factory except for a slight
discoloration or imperfection in the wrapper. Hence, a cigar

classified as a "second" and, in some instances a throw out"
would not be equal to first quality merchandise in that the per-
foration or other defects in the wrapper would materially affect
the drawing or burning quality of the cigar.

(2) Respondents ' cigars advertised as having received an
A \VARD OF MERIT" have not been selected for approval or en-

dorsement by an independcnt organization engaged in the im-
partial evaluation of comparative cigar quality or in an objective

determination of the relative merits of respondents' cigars in

competition with othcr cigars.
Therefore, the statements and representations as set forth in

Paragraphs Seven and Eight hereof \vere and are false , mis-

leading and deceptive.
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PAR. 10. By the aforesaid practices respondents have placed in

the hands of distributors, wholesalers , dealers and retailers
means and instrumentalities by and through which they may
mislead the public as to the nature and extent of respondents

commercial affliation with the island of Cuba and product origin
on the island of Cuba , respondents ' business status, the composi-
tion, formulation or origin of their cigars, and the brands quality
and savings available.

PAR. 11. In the conduct of their business , at a1l times mentioned
herein , respondents have been in substantial competition, in
commerce, with corporations, firms and individuals in the sale
of merchandise of the same general kind and nature as that sold
by respondents.

PAR. 12. The use by the respondents of the aforesaid false
misleading and deceptive statements, representations and prac-
tices has had , and now has , the capacity and tendency to mislead
members of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken
belief that the said statements and representations were and are
true and into the purchase of substantial quantities of respond-
ents ' products by reason of said erroneous and mistaken belief.

PAR. I3. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as

herein alleged, were and are all to the prejudice and injury 

the public and of respondents ' competitors and constituted, and
now constitute , unfair methods of competition in commerce and
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce , in violation
of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

DECISIOK AND ORDER

The Commission having heretofore determined to issue its
complaint charging the respondents named in the caption hereof
with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Ad, and the
respondents having been served with notice of said determination
and with a copy of the complaint the Commission intended to
issue , together with a proposed form of order; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having there-

after executed an agreement containing a consent order, an
admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set
forth in the complaint to issue herein, a statement that the sign-

ing of said agreement is for settement purposes only and does
not constitute an admission by respondents that the law has been
violated as alleged in such complaint , and waivers and other pro-
visions as required by the Commission s Rules; and

The Commission , having considered the agreement and having
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accepted same , and the agreement containing consent order hav-
ing thereupon been placed on the public record for a period of
30 days , now in further conformity with the procedure prescribed
in 34 (b) of its Rules, the Commission hereby issues its com-
plaint in the form contemplated by said agreement, makes the
following jurisdictional findings , and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Pan American Cigar Company is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of
the Jaws of the State of New Jersey, with its offce and principal
place of business at 94 River Street, city of Hoboken , State of
N ew Jersey.

Respondents Samuel B. Jacobs and Mitchell B. Jacobs are
offcers of said corporation and their address is the same as that
of said corporation. Said individual respondents also trade and
do business as Havana Florida Cigar Company and Globe, Inc.

with their offce and principal place of business located at the

above stated address.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the

subject matter of this proceeding and of thc respondents, and
the proceeding is in the public interest.

ORDER

It is ordered That respondents Pan American Cigar Company,
a corporation , and its offcers , and Samuel B. Jacobs and Mitchell
B. Jacobs, individually and as offcers of said corporation, and
trading as Havana Florida Cigar Company and Globe , Inc. , or

under any other trade name or names, and respondents ' repre-
sentatives, agents and employees, directly or through any cor-
porate or other device , in connection with the advertising, offering
for sale , sale or distribution of cigars or other products, in com-
merce , as "commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act , do forthwith cease and desist from:

1. Using the words "Havana Florida Company" in or as

part of respondents ' trade name or corporate name unless
respondents' address is disclosed in immediate conjunction
therewith in a clear and conspicuous manner; or misrepre-
senting, in any other manner, the place or location of any
of respondents' business operations or place or places of

business.
2. Dsing the term "Havana" or any other term or terms

indicative of tobacco grown on the island of Cuba, either

alone or in conj unction with any other terms, to describe
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designate or in any way refer to cigars not made entirely
from tobacco grown on the island of Cuba; except that cigars
containing a substantial amount of tobacco grown on the
island of Cuba may be described , designated or referred to as
blended with Havana " or by any term of similar import or

meaning: Pl'vided That the words "blended with," or other
qualifying word or words , are set out in immediate connec-
tion or conjunction with the word "Havana " or other term

indicative of tobacco grown on the island of Cuba, in letters
of equal size and conspicuousness.

3. Dsing the term "import blend" or any other term or

terms indicative of tobacco grown outside of the Dnited
States , either alone or in conjunction with any other terms
to describe or designate or in any way refer to cigars not
made entirely from tobacco grown outside of the Dnited
States; except that cigars containing a substantial amount
of tobacco grown outside the Dnited States may be described
designated, or referred to as "blended with " or by any term
of similar import or meaning: Provided That the words
blended with" or other qualifying word or words, are set

out in immediate conjunction with the word " import

" "

im-
ported" or other similar terms indicative of tobacco grown
outside the Dnited States , in letters of equal size and con-
spicuousness.

4. Misrepresenting, in any manner, the origin or source
of respondents' products or any part or portion thereof.

5. Representing, directly or by implication , that they own
operate or control a factory in which merchandise sold by
them is manufactured , or misrepresenting, in any manner
the kind or character of respondents ' business.

6. Using the terms "special

" "

special sale price,

" "

re-
classified,

" "

contract purchase" or other words or terms of

similar import or meaning to refer to any price amount which
is not substantially less than the price at which substantial
sales of said products were made in the trade area or areas
where the representations are made.

7. Representing, in any manner , that by purchasing any
of said merchandise , customers are afforded savings amount-
ing to the difference between respondents ' stated price and
any other price used for comparison with that price:

a. L:nless respondents have offered such merchandise
for sale at the compared price in good faith for a reason-
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ably substantial period of time in the recent regular

course of business; or

b. Dnless substantial sales of said merchandise are
being made in the trade area at the compared price , or
at a higher price; or

c. DnJess a substantial number of the principal re-
tail or mail order outlets in the trade area regularly
offer the merchandise for sale at the compared price or
some higher price; or

d. When a value comparison representation with
comparable merchandise is used , unless substantial sales
of merchandise of like grade and quality are being made
in the trade area at the compared price and it is clearly
and conspicuously disclosed that the comparison is with

merchandise of like grade and quality.
8. Falsely advertising, in any manner, that savings are

available to purchasers or prospective purchasers of respond-
ents ' merchandise , or misrepresenting, in any manner, the
amount of savings available to purchasers of respondents
merchandise at retail.

9. Representing, directly or by implication, that any of
respondents' merchandise is guaranteed unless the nature
and extent of the g-uarantee, the identity of the guarantor
and the manner in which the guarantor will perform there-
under are clearly and conspicuously disclosed and any
represented guarantee is in fact provided and fully and

completely performed to the extent and in the manner
represented.

10. Representing, directly or by implication , that respond-
ents' cigars are of an undisclosed prestige or name brand:
Provided , however That it shall be a defense in any enforce-

ment proceeding instituted hereunder for respondents to
establish that said products were of the represented brandgrade or quality. 

11. Representing, directly or by implication , that cigars

classified as seconds or which are otherwise functiona1ly de-
fective are equal in performance to cigars without such de'-

fects; or otherwise misrepresenting the grade or quality of
respondents ' merchandise.

12. Representing, directly or by impJication , that mer-

chandise has been approved or endorsed by an independent

organization engaged in protecting the interests of consumers
or in determining objectively the merits of such merchan-
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dise: Provided, howeve?' That it shal1 be a defense in any
enforcement proceeding instituted hereunder for respondents
to establish that such representation is truthful in every

material respect.
13. Placing in the hands of retailers , dealers or others , the

means or instrumentalities by or through which they may
mislead or deceive the public in the manner or as to the
things hereinabove prohibited.

ft is further oTdered That the respondents herein shal1 , within
sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order, file with
the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the
manner and form in which they have complied with this order.

IN THE MATTER OF

HORIKOSHI KEW YORK , INC. , ET AL,
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , m REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE

FEDERAL TRADE COM IISSIO:- A:-D THE FLAMMABLE FABRICS ACTS

Docket. C-125.9. Complaint , Oct. 1967-Decision Oct. , 1967

Consent order requiring a Nc\\' York City distributor of fabrics to cease im-
porting, selling, and transporting dangerously flammable fabrics.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act and the Flammable Fabrics Act, and by virtue of the author-
ity vested in it by said Acts, the Federal Trade Commission
having reason to believe that Horikoshi New York, Inc" a cor-

poration , and Tetsukichi Fujii , individually and as an offcer of
said corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondents , have

violated the provisions of said Acts and the Rules and Regulations
promulgated under the Flammable Fabrics Act, and it appearing
to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would
be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint, stating its
charges in that respect as fol1ows 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Horikoshi New York, Inc., is a
corporation organized, existing and doing business under and
by virtue of the laws of the State of New York. Respondent
Tetsukichi Fujii is the vice president of the said corporate re-

spondent. He formulates , directs and controls the acts , practices
and policies of said corporation.
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The respondents are engaged in the importation , sale and dis-
tribution of fabrics , with their offce and principal place of
business located at 55 West 42nd Street, New York, New York.

PAR. 2. Respondents , now and for some time last past , have
sold and offered for sale , in commerce; have imported into the
Dnited States; and have introduced , delivered for introduction

transported , and caused to be transported , in commerce; and have
transported and caused to be transported for the purpose of sale
or delivery after sale, in commerce; as "commerce" is defined in
the Flammable Fabrics Act, fabric , as that term is defined therein
which fabric was , under Section 4 of the Flammable Fabrics Act
as amended , so highly flammable as to be dangerous when worn by
individuals.

PAR. 3. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents were

and are in violation of the Flammable Fabrics Act and the Rules
and Regulations promulgated thereunder , and as such constitute
unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce, within the intent and meaning of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investiga-
tion of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in
the caption hereof, and the respondents having been furnished

thereafter with a copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau

of Textiles and Furs proposed to present to the Commission for
its consideration and which , if issued by the Commission , would
charge respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commis-
sion Act and the Flammable Fabrics Act; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having there-
after executed an agreement containing a consent order, an
admission by the respondents of a1l the jurisdictional facts set

forth in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the

signing of said agreement is for settement purposes only and

does not constitute an admission by respondents that the law has
been violated as a1leged in such complaint , and waivers and other
provisions as required by the Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respond-
ents have violated the said Acts, and that complaint should issue

stating its charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted
the executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on
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the public record for a period of thirty (30) days , now in further
conformity with the procedure prescribed in 9 2. 34 (b) of its
Rules, the Commission hereby issues its complaint, makes the
fo1lowing jurisdictional findings , and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Horikoshi New York, Inc., is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of
the laws of the State of :-ew York, with its offce and principal

place of business located at 55 West 42nd Street, New York, New
York.

Respondent Tetsukichi Fujii is an offcer of said corporation
and his address is the same as that of said corporation.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the
subject matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and
the proceeding is in the public interest.

ORDER

It is oTdeTed That respondents Horikoshi New York, Inc. , a

corporation, and its offcers , and Tetsukichi Fujii , individually
and as an offcer of said corporation, and respondents ' repre-
sentatives, agents and employees , directly or through any cor-
porate or other device , do forthwith cease and desist from:

(a) Importing into the Dnited States: or

(b) Selling, offering for sale, introducing, delivering for

introduction , transporting, or causing to be transported, in
commerce, as Hcommerce" is defined in the Flammable Fab-
rics Act; or

(c) Transporting or causing to be transported , for the
purpose of sale or delivery after sale in commerce

any fabric which, under the provisions of Section 4 of the said

Flammable Fabrics Act , as amended , is so highly flammable as
to be dangerous when worn by individuals.

It is fUTthe-r ordered That the respondents herein shall , within
sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order , file with
the Commission a report in writing settng forth in detail the
manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
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IN THE MATTER OF

S & S PHARMACEDTICAL CO. INC. , ET AL.
ORDER, OPINION , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket 8696. Complaint, July 20 , 19GB-Decision, Oct. , 1967

Order requiring a North Miami Beach , Fla., distributor of a \veight-reducing
preparation to cease making unordered shipments to retail druggists and
using their names in advertising without prior authorization.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act, and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the
Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that S & S
Pharmaceutical Co. Inc., a corporation, and Samuel Fox and
Seymour Rosen, individually and as offcers of said corporation,
hereinafter referred to as respondents, have violated the pro-

visions of said Act , and it appearing to the Commission that a
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest,
hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as

follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent S & S Pharmaceutical Co. , Inc. , is

a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and
by virtue of the laws of the State of Florida, with its principal
offce and place of business located at 1400 NE. 131st Street , in
the city of North Miami Beach , State of Florida.

Respondents Samuel Fox and Seymour Rosen are offcers of
the corporate respondent. They formulate, direct and control
the acts and practices of the corporate respondent, including the

acts and practices hereinafter set forth. Their address is the
same as that of the corporate respondent.

PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and for some time last past
have been , engaged in the advertising, offering for sale , sale and
distribution of a weight reducing product ca1led " Galaxon" to

retailers for resale to the consuming public.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business , respondents

now cause and for some time last past have caused, their said

product , when sold , to be shipped from their place of business in
the State of Florida to purchasers thereof located in various

other States of the Dnited States , and maintain and at all times
mentioned herein have maintained , a substantial course of trade
in said product in commerce , as "commerce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
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PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid

respondents have engaged in the practice of making unordered
and unauthorized shipments of their said product to retail drug
stores located in the various States of the Dnited States , and in
the further practice of inserting or causing the insertion of
advertisements in newspapers of general circulation in the com-
munities where the retail drugstores to which the aforesaid
unordered and unauthorized shipments were made are located.
The aforesaid advertisements announced the availability of re-
spondents ' product at the local retail drugstores , named therein
and to which the aforesaid unordered and unauthorized ship-
ments had been made, and further stated that respondents
product "Galaxon" was guaranteed by the retail drugstores
named therein, without prior consent, approval or permission

to use the name of such drugstores in such advertisements and

without an agreement by such drugstores to guarantee respond-
ents ' product " Galaxon." Said advertisements had the false ap-
pearance of having been inserted in said newspapers by the local
retail drugstores named therein.

The acts and practices of respondents as hereinabove set forth
were and are unfair and deceptive.

PAR. 5. In the conduct of their business, and at al1 times men-
tioned herein, respondents have been in substantial competition
in commerce , with corporations, firms and individuals in the sale
of products of the same general kind and nature as that sold by
respondents.

PAR. 6. The aforesaid unfair and deceptive acts and practices

of respondents have had , and now have the tendency and capacity
to induce , and have induced retail drugstores and members of the
purchasing public to purchase substantial quantities of respond-
ents ' product.

PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as

herein al1eged, were and are al1 to the prejudice and injury of the
public and of respondents ' competitors and constituted and now
constitute, unfair methods of competition in commerce , and un-
fair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce , in violation of
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

MT. Howa,'d S. Epstein and Mr. John H. Bedford supporting
the complaint.

Bass Friend New York , N. , by M,.. Solomon H. Friend and
i'vlT. Sheldon S. Lnstigman for the respondents.
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INITIAL DECISION BY EDWARD CREEL, HEARING EXAMINER

FEBRUARY 10 , 1967

The Federal Trade Commission issued its complaint against the
respondents herein on July 20, 1966 , charging them with engaging
in the practices of making unordered and unauthorized shipments
of their product to retail drugstorcs located in the various States of
the Dnited States and of inserting, or causing the insertion of,
advertisements in newspapers of general circulation located in the
same communities as the retail drugstores to which respondents
had made unordered and unauthorized shipments of their product.
The complaint alleged that the advertisements had announced the
availability of respondents ' product at the local retail drugstores
named therein, to which respondents had made the aforesaid un-
ordered and unauthorized shipments and that the advertisements
had further stated that the retail drugstores named therein had
guaranteed respondents ' product, " Galaxon," without the prior
consent, approval , or permission of such drugstores to use their
names and without their agreements with respondents to guarantee
respondents ' product. The complaint further charged that respond-
ents engaged in the above-alleged practices in an effort to establish
their relationships with drugstores instead of making contractual
arrangements with them, and it charged that these acts and

practices constituted unfair methods of competition in commerce
and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in viola-
tion of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. The re-
spondents ' answer and amended answer , while admitting some of
the factual a1legations, denied that the practices they engaged in
constituted violations of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Following a prehearing conference , hearings were held at which
testimony was adduced from respondent Seymour Rosen and
several retail druggists to whom merchandise had been shipped by
respondents.

At the close of the case-in-chief , counsel for respondents moved
to dismiss the complaint and also moved to dismiss the complaint
against respondent Seymour Rosen , individua1ly. The hearing
examiner reserved his ruling on these motions unti he filed his

Initial Decision. The motion to dismiss the complaint is hereby
denied: and the motion to dismiss the complaint against respondent
Seymour Rosen, individua1ly, is granted , and the dismissal order as
to him is a part of the order contained herein.
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The parties have filed their proposed findings , and the proceeding
is before the hearing examiner for final consideration. Consider-
ation has been given to the proposed findings of fact and con-

clusions submitted by a1l parties, and all proposed findings of fact
and conclusions not hereinafter specifically found or concluded are
rejected; and the hearing examiner , having considered the entire
record herein , makes the following findings as to the facts, con-
clusions drawn therefrom, and order:

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

1. Respondent S & S Pharmaceutical Co. Inc., is a Florida
corporation with its principal offce and place of business located

at 1400 NE. 131st Street, in North C\1iami Beach, Florida.
(Answer.
2. Respondents Samuel Fox and Seymour Rosen are offcers of

the corporate respondent and have the same address. Respondent
Seymour Rosen merely follows the directions and policies estab-
lished by respondent Samuel Fox. Although Mr. Rosen does not
exercise any control over the operations of corporate respondent
he does actively direct the day-to-day operation of the corporate
respondent , which is wholly owned by Mr. Fox. (Tr. 530-638.
Samuel Fox formulates , controls, and directs the policies and oper-
ations of the corporate respondent, S & S Pharmaceutical Co. , Inc.
(Tr. 60 , 504. ) Samuel Fox also does business as A & M Sales Com-
pany and as The Drewand Company.

3. Respondents are now , and for some time last past have been
engaged in the advertising, offering for sale , sale, and distribution
of a weight-reducing product called " Galaxon" to retailers for
resale to the consuming public. (Answer.

4. In the course and conduct of their business, respondents now
cause and for some time last past have caused their said product,
when sold, to be shipped from their place of business in the State
of Florida to purchasers thereof located in various other States of
the Dnited States , and they maintain and at a1l times mentioned
herein have maintained a substantial course of trade in said prod-
uct in commerce, as " commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act. (Answer: Tr. 34.

5. In the course and conduct of their business, as aforesaid

respondents have regularly engaged in the practices of making
unordered shipments of their said product to retail drugstores
located in the various States of the United States and of inserting,
or causing the insertion of, advertisements in newspapers circu-
lated in the same communities where the retail drugstores , to which
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respondents had made the unordered shipments , are located. (Tr.
, 26- , 57, 64. ) Respondents select these drugstores from a list

that comprises virtually all the drugstores in the Dnited States,
together with their financial ratings , and from this list respondents
select only those drugstores that have good ratings. (Tr. 38.

6. The aforesaid advertisements aimounced the availability of

respondents ' product at the local retail drugstores named thcrein,
to which respondents had already made unordered and unauthor-
ized shipments , and further announced that respondents ' product

Galaxon " was guaranteed by the retail drugstores named therein
without their prior consent, approval , or permission to use their
names in such advertisements and without an agreement by such
drugstores with respondents to guarantee respondents' product

Galaxon." (Tr. 28 , 223 , 426 , 474: Com.Exs. 3-

7. Respondents have also engaged in the practice of demanding
and exacting payment from the retail druggists to whom unordered
and unauthorized shipments of "Galaxon" are made. \Vhether or
not the druggists order or reorder merchandise or evidence any

intention or desire to do business with rcspondents , these demands
for and exactment of payment are made in those instances where
respondents have reason to believe , because of coupons submitted
by consumers , that the druggist has , in fact , made some sales of
the product. (Tr. 42 , 72, I98 , 227, 413.

l:nder the literal terms of the original consignment, the drug-
store is not obligated to pay until it orders an additional shipment;
but, in practice , when the drugstore accepts thc order and resells
any portion of it, it generally expects to pay for what it has sold,
and when respondents learn, through thc receipt of discount cou-
pons from consumers , that sales have been made, they bil the
drugstore and expect payment for that portion of the shipment
that has been sold. (Tr. 42.

8. Some of the acts and practices, herein found to have been
engaged in, were engaged in by Mr. Fox while trading as A & :1
Sales Company and as The Drewand Company-companies that
werc merely trade names under which Mr. Fox did business. (Tr.

, 17, 52 , 55: Res. Ex. 6. ) At certain times, at least , the original
contact with the drugstores was made in the name of A & M Sales
Company; the order for running the advertisements in newspapers
was sent in the name of The Drewand Company; the product

Galaxon," was labeled as being the product of S & S Phar-
maceutical Co. Inc. ; and the consumer coupon was imprinted with
the name Samson Pharmaceutical Co.
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9. Respondents have contended that the practice of sending
unordered merchandise to retail drugstores on consignment pay on
reorder terms is a recognized and accepted method of introducing
new products in the retail drug industry. The record, however, has
not shown that such practice is a recognized and accepted method
of introducing new products in this industry. There is evidence
that drugstores do have arrangements with certain suppliers
whereby these suppliers wil ship new drugs to them on a consign-
ment basis , but these arrangements between the suppliers and the
drugstores are reached after a course of dealing between them has
been established. These consignment sales are made by agreement
whereas respondents ' practice of shipping unordered merchandise
is engaged in without any agreement or understanding having been
reached with the drugstores. (Tr. 162 , 217, 410.

10. Respondents contend that they do not cause the insertion
of newspaper advertisements without the prior knowledge or ap-

proval of the retail drugstores. The evidence is, however , that they
do cause the insertion of advertisements without prior knowledge
of the drugstores , even though respondents send the prospective
new customer a Jetter stating that the respondents propose to run
an advertisement over the name of such customer: and respondents
send the order for the advertisement directly to the newspaper with
instructions to Please check with dealer to 1nalce sure 1ndse. has
been Teceived before releasing this advertising. (Tr. 241 386, 426,

474; Res.Ex. 4. ) There is evidence that respondents also send a
letter which instructs the newspaper to check with the dealer to get
authorization to release these advertisements. (Res. Ex. 5. ) It is,
of course , true that if the prospective customer did, in fact, receive
and read respondents ' letter (Com. Ex. 1), he could stop the adver-
tisement from being run. It is also true that if the newspaper did
in fact, seek authorization from the proprietor of the drugstore to
run the advertisement but failed to get such authorization , the ad-
vertisement would not be run. However , the record shows instances
of the running of advertisements where the prospective customers
did not know that respondents planned to run advertisements until
they actua1ly saw them in the newspapers. It is unreasonable for
respondents to assume that the obligations they impose on pro-

spective customers and on newspapers wil be accepted and
followed. These obligations impose unreasonable burdens on the
druggists , and only a few druggists advised respondents that they
did not want the advertisements to be published. (Tr. 49, 74.

11. Respondents urge that their practices are not deceptive

because they impose no obligation of any kind on the druggist. The
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way the plan operates , however, is to impose a situation upon the
druggist in which he must take affrmative action to avoid having
respondents ' product foisted upon him. It is a means by which some
become reluctant customers without having actua1ly agreed to
become customers. There is oppression and imposition in these

practices which are opposed to good conscience.

The Commission has not flatly prohibited the shipment of un-
ordered merchandise in any fu1ly litigated case, although in
NOTman Co., et al. 40 F. C. 296, it prohibited unordered ship-
ments that respondents had made for the purpose of inducing a
purchase through mistake. Since the respondents in the instant
case have coupled the practice of shipping unordered merchandise
with that of placing unauthorized advertisements in a drugstore
name , it seems that an outright prohibition is cal1ed for in this
case. It is inherently unfair for any sel1er to push a retailer into
buying its product or becoming its sales agent under the circum-
stances found here. It is correct that, if the druggist exercised al1
his rights, he would not become a buyer or agent: but it appears
that for him to be required to take affrmative actions to avoid

becoming involved is grossly unfair.
12. Respondents assert that "the best that can be said about the

evidence is that the aggrieved drugstore has a private course (sicJ
of action and that a private complaint doesn t give rise to a
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act. " (Tr. 526. ) Since
respondents have engaged in the methods described above to at-
tempt to open accounts with more than two thousand druggists
this is a matter in which the public has a substantial interest.
(Tr. 23.
13. The aforesaid unfair and deceptive acts and practices of

respondents have had and now have the tendency and capacity to
induce and have induced retail drugstores and members of the
purchasing public to purchase substantial quantities of respond-
ents ' product.

CONCL17SION

The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents.

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, as herein found
were and are al1 to the prejudice and injury of the public and of
respondents ' competitors , and constituted and now constitute un-
fair methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive
acts and practices in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
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ORDER

It is oTdered That respondents S & S Pharmaceutical Co. Inc.
a corporation, and its offcers , and Samuel Fox, individually, and
Samuel Fox and Seymour Rosen, as offcers of said corporation,

and respondents ' offcers , agents , representatives, and employees
directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection

with the advertising, offering for sale, sale, or distribution of
Galaxon" or any other product, in commerce , as "commerce" is

defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease
and desist from:

1. Shipping or sending any merchandise to any retail
establishment without the prior authorization or prior consent
of the person, company, or corporation to whom such merchan-
dise is sent.

2. Placing any newspaper advertisement, or causing the

dissemination of an advertisement in any other manner , for
the purpose of publicizing such product , which advertisement
uses the name of any drugstore or retail establishment without
having previously obtained the authorization or consent of the
druggist or retail establishment whose name appears in the
advertisement.

ft is fUTther ordered That the complaint be, and the same hereby
, dismissed against respondent Seymour Rosen in his individual

capacity.

OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

OCTOBER 9 , 1967

By DIXON C01nmissioneT:
This matter is before the Commission on the appeal of respond-

ents from an initial decision of the hearing examiner dismissing
the complaint against respondent Seymour Rosen , individually, and
holding that the remaining respondents had violated Section 5 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act 1 and ordering respondents to
cease and desist from the practices found to be unlawfu1.

The complaint in this matter charged respondents with engaging
in the practices of making unordered and unauthorized shipments
of their over-the-counter weight reducing product called "Galaxon
to retail drugstores located throughout the L'nited States and of
inserting, or causing the insertion of, advertisements in newspapers
of general circulation 10cated in the same communities as the retail
drugstores to which respondents had made unordered and un-

1 (,6 Stat. 631 (952); 15 U. C;. 45 (1964).
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authorized shipments of their product. The complaint alleged that
the advertisements had announced the availability of respondents
product at the Jocal retail drugstores named therein, to which re-
spondents had made the aforesaid unordered and unauthorized
shipments and that the advertisements had further stated that the
retail drugstores named therein had guaranteed respondents
product without the prior consent, approval , or permission of such
drugstores to use their names and without their agreements with
respondents to guarantee respondents' product. The complaint

further charged the respondents engaged in the alleged unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in an effort to induce retail drugstores
to make substantial purchases of respondents ' product.

The Commission has given careful consideration to respondents
objections to the hearing examiner s initial decision. After a

thorough examination of the record in this matter , we find that the
record fully substantiates each and everyone of the examiner
findings as to the facts and conclusions. However , subparagraph 1.
of the examiner s order to cease and desist lacks suffcient clarity
and must be modified.

Respondents ' method of operation is to select the names of retail
druggists with good credit ratings from a drug industry directory
and then ship the seJected drugstore one dozen packages of

Galaxon." The druggist is also sent a form letter ;; describing the
product and the purported terms. There is evidence respondents
generally enclose an invoice 4 and a sample advertisement 5 in the
initial letter. At the time the merchandise is shipped, respondents
also send to the local newspaper an insertion order , (J a "mat" of the
advertising copy, and a check for the cost of the advertising.

Generally within a week to ten days after the initial letter to the
druggist is mailed and the merchandise shipped , and advertisement
appears in the local newspaper indicating that the druggist is
offering "Galaxon " for sale.'

The hearing examiner found that the way respondents ' method
of sale operates "* * * is to impose a situation upon the druggist in
which he must take affrmative action to avoid having respondents
product foisted upon him. It is a means by which some become

Coun el for respondents conc_pded that subparBRraph 2. of the order was proper if the
Commission found that advcrti pm€nts using druggists' names WPI"p placed in l:ewspapers with-
out the knowJedge or conscnt of the druggists. Oral Argument Before the Commi58ion, p. 20.

:i RX :-()(a): ex l.
4RX 3()(c): ex 24.
:;RX 3()(h): ex 7, 8.
6 ex 9(a)-(b).
7 Tr. 19

, ,().

Tr. 57-59: RX I , 2 , 3 , 4; 30 (a)- (c): ex 44 (a)- (e); but scc n. 17 infm.
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reluctant customers without having actual1y agreed to become
customers,

Respondents claim that affrmative action by the individual
druggist is unnecessary because the insertion order requests the
newspaper to get the druggists ' prior approval before publishing
the advertisement. It is argued that if the druggist doesn t want
the merchandise, he merely has to te11 the newspaper not to run
the advertisement. Respondents assumed that if the newspapers

ran the advertisements, the druggists must have approved.
1O No

compel1ing reason has been presented to show any basis for such

an assumption, or why respondents rely upon a third party rather
than directly contacting the druggist for approval.

Moreover , the evidence establishes that the wording of respond-
ents ' instructions to the newspapers \1 is such that the newspapers
either do not understand the purpose or do not recognize any

obligation to seek approval from the dealers. Thus, complaint
counsel cal1ed eight witnesses , a1l of whom were principals of drug-
stores located in sma1l towns in Northern Alabama. Five witnesses
testified that they were never contacted f01' any purpose by the
local newspaperY The first knowJedge these witnesses had of any
advertising involving respondents ' products occurred after the ad-
vertising appeared and customers came into their stores asking for
the product." At that point, the record is clear that , because the
advertisements placed them in an embarrassing position with
customers responding to the advertisements , the druggists felt
compe11ed to sel1 the unauthorized and unordered merchandise.

K ot only is immediate affrmative action by the druggist required
in order to avoid sel1ing respondents ' product, but also the evidence
establishes that respondents' communications arc so misleading

that it is almost impossible for the druggists to realize in suffcient
time that such action is necessary in order to avoid becoming un-
wi1ling customers or agents.

Every druggist witness testified that he had never done business
with respondents and never heard of respondents ' companies or

!) Initial Decision , p. 77l.
lOTr. 48.

11 Respondents merely ask the n('wspaper to CHECK WITH DEALER 7'0 MAKE SURE:
MDSE. HAS Bb"Ei'-i RECEIVED BEFOHE RELEASING THIS ADVERTISI.\,' RX 4; ex
9(a)- (b) (emphasi in original).

121'1'. 141- 142 , 14R: 221-223 , 241; 384-3H7: 423-424 , 427; 475. A ,ixth witness was not con-
tactcd for the r€a OIl that the local newspaper went out of bu in..ss hortly before re polldent5
shipped tbeir merchandise to the witncs!i. T1'. 20g; RX 15(b).

13 T1' 22 225; 384; 473-475.
14 T1'. 224 22;:i: 3R4 . However , OIlC druJ;gist, who did not gelle1'alJy selJ nonprescription item

1'ef\Jscd to sell the merchandise and forced the newspaper to print a retraction. T1'. 474- 475;

ex 53.
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products prior to the receipt of the unauthorized merchandise and
covering letter." Dnder these circumstances , it is indeed conceiv-
able that, as several druggists testified , the initial letter might be
disregarded and never opened." Even if the letter is opened , there
is no logical reason why such a communication must be carefu11y
scrutinized and read , or, at the druggist's peril , an unauthorized
and unwarranted sale or agency wi1l be forced upon him." More-
over, even if respondents ' initial communication is read by the
druggist, the letter and other documents enclosed are not suffci-
ently clear and informative to a1low a druggist to decide what
respondents ' proposal is and whether to accept or reject it.

Respondents' actual terms can be learned from respondents
actions (not words), but only long after the druggists have become
unwi1ing customers.

Respondents ' initial letter to the druggist states in part:
As a leading Drug Store outlet in your city, you wil be interested to learn

that we are releasing a campaign of advertising in your city for GALAXON
$3. 00 Reducing Tablets which will appear in your local newspaper. We en-
close proof showing sample of advertising which will appear.

Since you wi1 undoubtedly receive numerous calls for this preparation 
a result of this advertising campaign, we have taken the liberty of forwarding
to you a CO:-SIG:-MEKT of (1) doz. GALAXO:- $3.00 (1ist $24.00 doz.
with PAY-ON-REORDER TERMS.

This letter does not te1l the druggist that the advertising is going
to appear under the druggist' s name instead of respondents . The
letter does not ask for the druggist's approval of the publication
of the advertisements or of the dates on which they are to appear.
The letter does not ask for approval of the guarantees made in the
advertisement. The letter does not ask the druggist whether he
even wants to keep and se11 the merchandise.

Furthermore, the druggist is not told what "consignment with
pay-an-reorder terms" means. The examiner found that consign-
ment arrangements are frequently used in the drug industry. Such
arrangements are reached by prior agTeement hetween the sup-
pliers and their established drugstore customers. "J "Consignment
with pay-on-Tenrder JJ is not generally understood, however , nor is

1" Tr, 108: 141; 198-199: 220-222; 376; 409-410: 415; 471.
16Tr. 212; 226,

17 Th!' ee drugg-ists testified that the first letter from respondents was received afte?" the
eceipt of the unordered merchandise. Tr. 101i: 410 , 423. A fourth druggist testified that he

never received respondents' Jetter and that the advertisement appeared before he had even
received the merchandise. Tr. 473-474 , 476, 485-486.

18 Several druggists testified that the sample advertisement was never enclosed. Tr. 378; 473-
474 47(;. RX 30(a), ex 1 (emphasis added).

19 Initial Decision, p. 770.
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it a recognized and accepted industry term or practice. '" Dnder the
literal terms of respondents ' offer contained in the initial letter and
invoice , the drugstore could reasonably assume it is not obligated
to pay until or unless an additional shipment is ordered. '! Contrary
to that assumption, respondents regularly demand payment for
any merchandise sold.

It becomes clearer after examining respondents ' later letter de-
manding payment for merchandise sold that respondents' initial

documents are deceptively vague and misleading. The letter states:
This merchandise shipped to you in conjunction with an advertising cant.

paign featuring the name of your store as authorized local distributor. This
shipment made to you wdh consignment terms. 2:'

There is no longer any mention of "pay-on-reorder" terms.
It is also significant that respondents ' initial letter vaguely tells

the druggist that an "advertising campaign" wi1 appear in the
local newspaper, while respondents ' later letter emphasizes that
the druggist's store name was featured in the advertisement.

Respondents' apparently calculated obscurantism is further
demonstrated by the way in which the terms and conditions of the
product guarantee are disclosed. Respondents have no diffculty in
phrasing the newspaper advertisements so that the consuming
public clearly understands the terms of the guarantee. "* * * if not
satisfied for any reason, just return the package to your druggist
and get your fu1l money back. No questions asked."" The druggist
however , has not been asked by respondents to agree to honor the
guarantee. The question of honoring the guarantee is presented to
the drugstore as a fait accompli. Since the druggist has been intimi-

dated into selling the product in the first place, he is also in-

timidated into honoring the guarantee.
On the other hand , respondents do not clearly phrase communi-

20 fd. Tr. 218.

21Tr. 123; 157; 431.

22 Tr. 42. The record IlJw inclicates that druggists received demands for payment even though
respondents ' merchandi " was nevcr sold by th",m. 'IT. 206- 208; 412.

23 ex 2: 41 (h) (emphasis added).
24 Compare the initiaJ invoiee:

". . . THE ADVERTJSII\TG CAMPAIGN WHICH WE ARE PLANNII\G TO RUl\ IN
YOljR LOCAL 1\' EWSPAPER. . ." . iRX 30(c): CX 24,

with Teonler invoice:
To tie in with this shipment we have sent direct to your newspaper new ads jeat1lTing the

name of 1/011T store as authorized local distributor." (CX 37; emphasis added.
') CX 25 , 2H, 42.

2(,1\.

, ,

'1ipnL However, On!.' drug-gist testified tbat since the advertisement and the guaran-
tee it contained appeared without hia approvaJ , he refused to honor the guarant"e. He toJd on.,
customer ""' "' . as far as I am concerned thE' g-uarantee is between you and the people that
make it. " T)', 282.
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cations to druggists concerning how they propose to compensate
the druggist for guarantees honored. Respondents initially tell the
druggist: "We stand behind you 100 , on this guarantee."" That

can hardly be characterized as informative. The record shows that
druggists have had to specifically request information on respond-
ents ' policy co and that the respondents do not always readily
stand behind" their guarantee.
Another example of respondents ' method of clarifying the exact

terms of thc arrangement only after it is too late for the druggist
to decline can be seen by comparing the initial letter s words re-
lating to honoring discount coupons, to respondents' actual
practice. The only reference to discount coupons is made in the
initial letter which states:

SPECIAL DIScOe T COUPON is packed in every unit of GALAXON.
This coupon invites purchasers to write us and receive a $1.00 discount cer-
tificate to be redeemed at your stoTe as a $1.00 discount on the purchase of 2
Packages of GALAXO

. "" 

We reimbw' se you for full amount of the $1.00

discount by rebate to you when you send the certificate to us,

Long after the druggist has made a sale , and his customer has
written for and received the discount coupon , the druggist finally
learns how respondents "stand behind" the discount coupon. When
for the first time , the discount ccrtificate is presented to the drug-
gist, it states:

NOTE TO DRUGGIST-You are authorized to redeem this coupon. We wi1
replace 1 package GALAXOX for 2 CQUP011S properly endorsed" 

';' 

The placement of the initial advertisement in the local paper
under the drugstore s name is essential to respondents ' scheme to
foist" the unauthorized and unwanted merchandise upon the drug--

gists. It must be emphasized that at no time prior to the publication
of the advertisement has the druggist approved its actual appear-
ance or its terms. The advertisements placed by respondents make
no reference to respondents ' companies , but rather appear solely

under the local drugstore s name. The advertisements refer to "our
product called Galaxon.

"'"

The advertisements further contain a guarantee to return the
full purchase price if the consumer is unsatisfied. The guarantee is
to be honored by the named drugstore. "" The public is led to believe

7RX 30(a): ex 1.
R HX 9(a); 10.
Tr. 149- 150; 15:J-1:'54; ex 2fi(a)- (h).

30RX 30(a); ex 1 (emphasis adnen).
1 HX 6 (emphasi added).
ex 25 , 28, 42.

33Id.
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that respondents ' product is endorsed by the local drugstore and
that the advertisement was placed by that store. Thus , the drug-
gists testified that to avoid embarrassment and antagonization of
their customers, they felt compelled to sell Galaxon to customers
who came into their stores requesting the merchandise which the

store" had advertised.

;)-

As one witness stated:
The merchandise \vas received unordered and placed in the back room. We

don t normalIy 

* * * 

accept unordered merchandise.
The notation on the ori!!inal invoke referred to a planned advertising cam-

paign which didn t register with us. There arc all kinds of advertising cam-

paigns.
0;' 

* " 

(AJn ad was run in the local paper over our name which there was no
mention of on this document that the advertising 'would be by us , so to speak,
it would be over our signature.

We got calls for the merchandise from Rood customers , the advertising had
our name on it, so we put the merchandise out and sold it on can.

It is c1ear that the druggists are not genera1ly informed by the
newspapers that the advertisements wil appear. It is also c1ear

that respondents do not utilize any other method which would
adequately inform the druggists of the impending publication of
advertisements under the druggists ' names.

Respondents have created a method whereby they have succeeded
in confusing and misleading retail drugstores as to the terms and
conditions under which respondents ' products are delivered to the
stores. This confusion , coupled with the almost immediate appear-
ance of respondents ' unauthorized and misleading newspaper ad-
vertisements , is an inherently unfair method of competition which

pushes " a misinformed retailer into becoming an unvlilling buyer
or agent.

Respondents have utilized their unfair methods in attempting to
open accounts with over two thousand druggists located throughout
the Dnited States."' To prevent further deception, we are modi-
fying the order issued by the hearing examiner to insure that , in
the future , respondents wil , prior to shipment of their merchan-
dise , fully disclose a1l the terms and conditions under which their
products are offered.

An appropriate order wil be issued.
:!4N. 14 1(pm..
35 Tr 38. 384.
36Tr. 23.
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FINAL ORDER

This matter has been heard by the Commission upon respond-
ents ' appeal from the hearing examiner s initial decision; and

The Commission having considered the entire record, includ-

ing the briefs and oral arguments of counsel for respondents and
counsel supporting the complaint, and having determined that
the hearing examiner s order to ceasc and desist should be modified
and that respondents ' appeal should be denied:

It is oTdered That the order contained in the initial decision
be, and it hereby is , modified to read as fol1ows:

ft is Qj'deTed That respondents S & S Pharmaceutical Co.
Inc., a corporation, and its offcers, and Samuel Fox , indi-

vidual1y, and Samuel Fox and Seymour Rosen , as offcers of
said corporation, and respondents' offcers, agents, repre-

sentatives , and employees, directly or through any corporate
or other device , in connection with the advertising, offering
for sale, sale, or distribution of "Galaxon" or any other
product, in commerce , as "commerce" is defined in the Fed-
eral Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist
from:

1. Shipping or sending any merchandise to any retail
establishment without having previously obtained the
written and express authorization or consent to the
complete terms and conditions of sale or consignment

and resale , of any merchandise by the person , company,
or corporation to ,vhom such merchandise is sent.

2. Placing any newspaper advertisement, or causing

the dissemination of an advertisement in any other man-
ner, for the purpose of publicizing such product , which
advertisement uses the name of any drugstore or retail
establishment without having previously obtained the
written and express authorization or consent of the

druggist or retail establishment whose name appears in
the advertisement.

It is fUTther oTdeTed That the complaint be , and the same
hereby is, dismissed against respondent Seymour Rosen in his
individual capacity.

ft is fUTther oTdered That the hearing examiner s initial de-

cision, as modified herein , be, and it hereby is, adopted as the
decision of the Commission.

It is furtheT or'deTed That respondents S & S Pharmaceutical

Co., Inc., and Samuel Fox shal1 , within sixty (60) days after
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service upon them of this order , file with the Commission a report
in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
they have complied with the order to cease and desist.

IN THE MATTER OF

JO RICH ORIGINALS, INC. , ET AL.

CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION, THE FLA:vMABLE FABRICS , AND THE
TEXTILE FIBER PRODUCTS IDEKTIFICATIO:- ACTS

Docket C-1260. Complaint Oct. . 1967-Decision, Oct. 9, 1967

Consent order requiring a Miami , Fla. , manufacturer of women s c10thes to

cease misbranding its textile fiber products, failing to maintain required
records, furnishing false guaranties , and misrepresenting that the tex-
tiles are imported.

CO'!PLAI"T

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , the Flammable Fabrics Act and the Textile Fiber Products
Identification Act , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by
said Acts , the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe
that Jo Rich Originals , Inc. , a corporation , and Jack Rich , indi-
vidual1y and as an offcer of the said corporation , hereinafter re-
ferred to as respondents , have violated the provisions of said

Acts, and the Rules and Regulations promulgated under the
Flammable Fabrics Act and the Textile Fiber Products Identifi-
cation Act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding
by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby
issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as fol1ows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Jo Rich Originals, Inc. , is a corpora-
tion organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue
of the laws of the Statc of Florida.

Respondent Jack Rich is the president of the said corporate
respondent. He formulates, directs and controls the acts , practices
and policies of said corporation.

The respondents are engaged in the manufacture , sale and dis-
tribution of women s V-lear, inc1uding ladies' dresses, suits a:!d

coats, with their offce and principal place of business located at
394 W. 24th Street, Miami , Florida.

PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and for some time last past have
been , engaged in the introduction, delivery for introduction
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manufacture for introduction, sale , advertising, and offering for
sale, in commerce, and in the transportation or causing to be
transported in commerce, and in the importation into the Dnited
States , of textile fiber products; and have sold, offered for sale

advertised , delivered , transported and caused to be transported
textile fiber products , which have been advertised or offered for
sale in commerce; and have sold, offered for sale , advertised, de-

livered, transported and caused to be transported , after shipment
in commerce, textie fiber products , either in their original state
or contained in other textile fiber products; as the terms "com-
merce" and "textile fiber product" are defined in the Textile Fiber
Products Identification Act.

PAR. 3. Certain of said textie fiber products were misbranded

by respondents within the intent and meaning of Section 4 (a) of
the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act and the Rules and
Regulations promulgated thereunder in that they were falsely
and deceptively stamped , tagged , labeled , invoiced, advertised, or

otherwise identified as to the name or amount of the constituent
fibers contained therein.

Among such misbranded textile fiber products , but not limited
thereto, were ladies ' dresses labeled by respondents as 100;X,

Cotton" whereas, in truth and in fact, such fabrics contnined
substantially different fibers and amounts of fibers other than as
represented.

PAR. 4. Certain of said textile fiber products were further mis-
branded by respondents in that they were not stamped, tagged,

labeled, or otherwise identified to show each element of infor-
mation required to be disclosed by Section 4 (b) of the Textile
Fiber Products Identification Act, and in thc manner and form
prescribed by the Rules and Regulations promulgated under said
Act.

Among such textile fiber products, but not limited thereto, were
ladies ' dresses with labcls which failed:

(a) To disclose the true generic names of the fibers present;
and

(b) To disclose the true percentage of the fibers present by
weight.

PAR. 5. Respondents have failed to maintain proper records
showing the fiber content of the textile fiber products manufac-
tured by them, in violation of Section G (a) of the Textile Fiber
Products Identification Act and Rule 39 of the Regulations
promulgated thereunder.
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PAR. 6. Respondent furnished false guaranties on invoices

pertaining to products sold , shipped and distributed in commerce
that its products were not misbranded in violation of Section
10 (b) of the Textie Fiber Products Identification Act.

PAR. 7. The acts and practices of respondents as set forth above

were, and are , in violation of the Textile Fiber Products Identifi-
eation Act and the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder
and constituted , and now constitute, unfair methods of competi-
tion and unfair and deceptive acts or practices, in commerce
under the Federal Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 8. Respondents , now and for some time last past, have
falsely represented on invoices to their customers that a Continu-
ing Guaranty has been filed with the Federal Trade Commission
with respect to the articles of wearing apparel , to the effect that
reasonable and representative tests made under the procedure
provided in Section 4 of the Flammable Fabrics Act, as amended
and the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder, show
that such articles of wearing apparel are not, in the form delivered
by respondents , so highly flammable under the provisions of the
Flammable Fabrics Act as to bc dangerous when worn by in-
dividuals. There was reason for respondents to believe that the
articles of wcaring apparel covered by such guaranty might be
introduced sold or transported in commerce , in violation of Rule
10 (d) of the Rules and Regulations promulgated under the
Flammable Fabrics Act and Section 8 (b) of said Act.

The acts and practices set forth above were false and misleading
in that the respondents did not have a Continuing Guaranty on
file with the Commission.

PAR. 9. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents were

and are in violation of the Flammable Fabrics Act and the Rules
and Regulations promulgated thereunder , and as such constitute
unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce , within the intent and meaning of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.

PAR. IO. Respondents are now, and for some time last past
have been , engaged in the offering for sale, sale and distribution
of certain products , namely ladies ' dresses. In the course and
conduct of their business the aforesaid respondents now cause
and for some time last past have caused, their said products , when
sold , to be shipped from their place of business in the State of
Florida to purchasers located in various other States of the

Dnited States , and maintain, and at all other times mentioned

herein have maintained, a substantial course of trade in said
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products in commerce , as "commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 11. Respondents in the course and conduct of their busi-
ness have made statements on labels affxed to their products
misrepresenting that their dresses were imported.

Among such misrepresentations, but not limited thereto , was
the statement "Imported" made on labels which were affxed to
respondents ' dresses , representing that the dresses were imported
whereas in truth and in fact , the dresses were not imported but
were manufactured in the Dnited States.

PAR. 12. The acts and practices set out in Paragraph Eleven
have the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive the pur-
chasers as to the country of origin of the aforesaid products.

PAR. 13. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as

herein alleged were , and are , all to the prejudice and injury of
the public, and constituted , and now constitute, unfair and de-

ceptive acts and practices in commerce, within the intent and

meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

DECISIO:- AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investiga-
tion of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in
the caption hereof, and the respondents having been furnished

thereafter with a copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau
of Textiles and Furs proposed to present to the Commission for
its consideration and which , if issued by the Commission , would
charge respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commis-
sion Act, the Flammable Fabrics Act and the Textie Fiber

Products Identification Act; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having there-

after executed an agreement containing a consent order! an
admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set
forth in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the

signing of said agreement is for settlement purposes only and
does not constitute an admission by respondents that the law
has been violated as alleged in such complaint , and waivers and
other provisions as required by the Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respond-
ents have violated the said Acts, and that complaint should issue

stating its charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted
the executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on
the public record for a period of thirty (30) days , now in further
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conformity with the procedure prescribed in 34 (b) of its
Rules, the Commission hereby issues its complaint, makes the
following jurisdictional findings , and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Jo Rich Originals, Inc., is a corporation or-
ganized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Florida, with its offce and principal place

of business located at 394 :\W. 24th Street , Miami , Florida.
Respondent Jack Rich is an offcer of said corporation and

his address is the same as that of said corporation.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the
subject matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and
the proceeding is in the public interest.

ORDER

It is ordered That respondents J 0 Rich Originals, Inc., a cor-

poration , and its offcers , and Jack Rich , individua1ly and as an
offcer of said corporation, and respondents ' representatives,
agents and employees , directly or through any corporate or other
device, in connection with the introduction , delivery for intro-
duction , manufacture for introduction , sale , advertising, or offer-
ing for sale , in commerce, or the transportation or causing to be
transported in commerce, or the importation into the Dnited
States, of any textile fiber product: or in connection with the
sale , offering for sale , advertising, delivery, transportation , or
causing to be transported , of any textie fiber product which has
been advertised or offered for sale in commerce; or in connection
with the sale, of!'ering for sale , advertising, delivery, transporta-
tion , or causing to be transported, after shipment in commerce
of any textile fiber product, whether in its original state or con-
tained in other textile fiber products, as the terms "commerce
and " textile fiber product" arc defined in the Textile Fiber Prod-
ucts Identification Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:

A. Misbranding textile fiber products by:
1. Falsely or deceptively stamping, tagging, labeling,

invoicing, advertising, or otherwise identifying such prod-
ucts as to the name or amount of the constituent fibers
contained therein.

2. Failing to affx a stamp, tag, label , or other means of
identification to each such product showing in a clear
legible and conspicuous manner each element of in-
formation required to be disclosed by Section 4 (b) of the
Textile Fiber Products Identification Act.
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B. Failing to maintain and preserve for at least three years
proper records showing the fiber content of the textile fiber
products manufactured by said respondents , as required by
Section 6 (a) of the Textie Fiber Products Identification Act
and Rule 39 of the Regulations promulgated thereunder.

ft is furthe1' ordered That respondents J 0 Rich Originals , Inc. , a
corporation , and its offcers , and Jack Rich , individual1y and as an
offcer of said corporation and respondents ' representatives, agents
and employees , directly or through any corporate or other device,
do forthwith cease and desist from furnishing a false guaranty that
any textile fiber product is not misbranded or falsely invoiced under
the provisions of th Textile Fiber Products Identification Act.

It is fur-ther O1'dered That respondents Jo Rich Originals , Inc.

a corporation , and its offcers , and Jack Rich , individual1y and as
an offcer of said corporation, and respondents' representatives,
agents and employees , directly or through any corporate or other
device, do forthwith ceasc and desist from furnishing a false
guaranty under the Flammable Fabrics Act , that any fabric is not
under the provisions of Section 4 of the said Act, so highly flam-
mable as to be dangerous when worn by individuals, when re-
spondents have reason to believe such fabric may be introduced
sold , or transported in commerce.

It is fUTthe,. ordered That respondents Jo Rich Originals , Inc.
a corporation , and its offcers , and Jack Rich , individual1y and as
an offcer of said corporation, and respondents ' representatives,
agents and employees , directly or through any corporate or other
device , in connection with the offering for sale, sale or distribution
of textile fiber products or other products in commerce , as "com-
merce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forth-
with cease and desist from misrepresenting on labels , or on any
documents relating to the sale of their products, or in any other
manner , that said products are imported.

ft is fUTthe1' O1'dered That respondents herein shal1, within sixty
(60) days after service upon them of this order , file with the Com-
mission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and
form in which they have complied with this order.
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IN THE MATTER OF

LA SALLE QUILTING C0:1PANY , INC. , ET AL

CONSE:-T ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION , THE WOOL PRODUCTS LABELING , AND
THE TEXTILE FIBER PRODUCTS IDENTIFICATION ACTS

Docket C-1262. Complaint , Oct. 10 , 1967-Decision, Oct. 10, 1967

Consent order requiring a Chicago , m., manufacturer of bedding and quilted
fabrics to cease misbranding its wool and textile fiber products and fail-
ing to maintain required records.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act, the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the Textile Fiber
Products Identification Act, and by virtue of the authority vested
in it by said Acts, the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to
believe that La Sane Quilting Company, Inc. , a corporation , and
Arthur D. Rifas , individuany and as an offcer of said corporation,
hereinafter referred to as respondents , have violated the provisions
of said Acts and the Rules and Regulations promulgated under the
Wool Products Labeling Act of 1989 and the Textie Fiber Prod-

ucts Identification Act, and it appearing to the Commission that a
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as

follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent La Sane Quiling Company, Inc. , is a

corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of Ilinois.

Respondent Arthur D. Rifas is an offcer of said corporate re-
spondent. He controls the acts , practices and policies of said corpo-
rate respondent.

Respondents are engaged in the manufacture and sale of wool
and textile fiber products, including quilted fabrics , with their offce
and principal place of business located at 4017 South Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Ilinois.

PAR. 2. Respondents, now and for some time last past, have
manufactured for introduction into commerce , introduced into

commerce, sold , transported , distributed . deJivered for shipment
shipped, and offered for sale, in commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939. wool products
as "wool product" is defined therein.
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PAR. 3. Certain of said wool products were misbranded 

the respondents within the intent and meaning of Section 4 (a) (1)
of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and Rules and Regu-
lations promulgated thereunder, in that they were falsely and
deceptively stamped , tagged , labeled, or otherwise identified with
respect to the character and amount of the constituent fibers
contained therein.

Among such misbranded wool products , but not limited thereto
were quilted fabrics stamped , tagged , labeled , or otherwise identi-
fied by respondents as 90/r Acrylic, 10' Dnknown Fibers
whereas in truth and in fact, said products contained woolen
fibers as well as substantially different fibers and amount of
fibers other than as represented.

PAR. 4. Certain of said wool products were further misbranded
by respondents in that they were not stamped, labeled , tagged

or otherwise identified as required under the provisions of Section
4 (a) (2) of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1989 and in the
manner and form as prescribed by the Rules and Regulations
promulgated under said Aet.

Among such misbranded wool products, but not limited thereto
was a wool product with a label on or affxed thereto which failed
to disclose the percentage of the total fiber weight of the said

wool product, exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding 5 (

;;- 

the total fiber weight, of (1) wool; (2) reprocessed wool: (3)
reused wool; (4) each fiber other than wool , when said percentage
by weight of such fiber was or more; and (5) the aggregate

of all other fibers.

PAR. 5. The acts and practices of the respondents as set forth
above were , and are , in violation of the Wool Products Labeling
Act of 1939 and the Rules and Regulations promulgated there-
under, and constituted , and now constitute, unfair methods of
competition and unfair and deceptive acts and practices, in
commerce within the meaning- of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.

PAR. 6. Respondents are now , and for some bme last past have
been , engaged in the introduction, delivery for introduction,
manufacture for introduction , sale , advertising, and offering for
sale, in commerce, and in the transportation or causing to be
transported in commerce , and the importation into the L:nited
States , of textile fiber products: and have sold , offered for sale

advertised, delivered, transported and caused 10 be transported

textile fiber products , which had been advertised or offered for
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sale in commerce; and have sold, offered for sale, advertised

delivered , transported and caused to be transported , after shipment
in commerce, textile fiber products, either in their original state
or contained in other textile fiber products; as the terms "com-
merce" and " textile fiber product" are defined in the Textile Fiber
Products Identification Act.

PAR. 7. Certain of said textile fiber products were misbranded
by respondents within the intent and meaning of Section 4 (a) of
the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act and the Rules and
Regulations promulgated thereunder in that they were falsely
and deceptively stamped , tagged , labeled, invoiced , advertised , or
otherwise identified as to the name or amount of the constituent
fibers contained therein.

Among such misbranded textile fiber products , but not limited
thereto , were quilted fabrics that were labeled as 90;1, Acrylic,
10% Other Fibers , whereas , in truth and in fact , such products
contained substantially different fibers and amounts of fibers
other than as represented.

PAR. 8. Certain of the textile fiber products were misbranded
by respondents in that they were not stamped , tagged, labeled,
or otherwise identified to show each element of information re-
quired to be disclosed by Section 4 (b) of the Textile Fiber Products
Identification Act , and in the manner and form prescribed by the
Rules and Regulations promulgated under said Act.

Among such misbranded textile fiber products, but not limited
thereto , were quiled fabrics with labels which failed;

(1) To disclose the true percentage of the fibers present by
weight; and

(2) To disclose the true generic names of the fibers present.
PAR. 9. Respondents have failed to maintain proper records

showing the fiber content of the textile fiber products manufac-
tured by them , in violation of Section 6 of the Textile Fiber Prod-
ucts Identification Act and Rule 39 of the Regulations promul-
gated thereunder.

PAR. 10. The acts and practices of respondents , as set forth
in Paragraph Seven, Eight and i\ine above were, and are , in

violation of the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act and the
Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder, and constituted

and nov,' constitute , unfair methods of competition and unfair

and deceptive acts and practices in commerce under the Federa1
Trade Commission Act.
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the
caption hereof , and the respondents having been furnished there-
after with a copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of
Texties and Furs proposed to present to the Commission for its
consideration and which, if issued by the Commission, would

charge respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the Textile
Fiber Products Identification Act; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commission ha ving there
after executed an agreement containing a consent order , an ad-

mission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing
of said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not
constitute an admission by respondents that the law has been
violated as alleged in such complaint, and \vaivers and other

provisions as required by the Commission s Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and

having determined that it had reason to belicve that the respond-
ents have violated the said Acts, and that complaint should issue

stating its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted
the executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on
the public record for a period of thirty (30) days , now in further
conformity with tbe procedure prescribed in S 2, 34 (b) of its
Rules, the Commission hereby issues its complaint , makes the
following jurisdictional findings , and enters the following order:

I, Respondent La Salle Quilting Company, Inc. , is a corpora-
tion organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue
of the iaws of the State of Ilinois , with its offce and principal
place of business located at 4017 South Wabash A venue , Chicago
Ilinois.

Respondent Arthur D. Rifas is an offcer of said corporation
and his address is the same as that of saki corporation.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the
subject matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the
proceeding is in the public interest.

ORDER

It is ol'de1' Tbat respondents La Salle ( uilting Company, Inc.
a corporation, and its offcers , and Arthur D, Rifas, individually
and as an offcer of said corporation , and respondents ' representa-
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tives, agents and employees , directly or through any corporate or
other device , in connection with the introduction , or manufacture
for introduction , into commerce, or the offering for sale, sale,
transportation , distribution , delivery for shipment or shipment
in commerce, of wool products, as "commerce " and "wool product"
are defined in the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939, do forth-
with cease and desist from misbranding such products by:

1. Falsely and deceptively stamping, tagging, labeling, or
otherwise identifying such products as to the character or

amount of the constituent fibers contained therein.
2. Failing to securely affx to , or place on , each such prod-

uct a stamp, tag, label , or other means of identification show-
ing in a clear and conspicuous manner each element of infor-
mation required to be disclosed by Section 4 (a) (2) of the
Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939.

It is fw.the,. o,.dej' That respondents La Salle Quilting Com-

pany, Inc. , a corporation, and its offcers, and Arthur D. Rifas
individually and as an offcer of said corporation , and respondents
representatives, agents and employees , directly or through any
corporate or other device, in connection with the introduction

delivery for introduction , manufacture for introduction , sale

advertising, or offering for sale , in commerce , or the transporta-
tion or causing to be transported in commerce , or the importation
into the Dnited States, of any textile fiber product; or in connection
with the sale , offering for sale, advertising, delivery, transpor-

tation, or causing to be transported , of any textile fiber product
which has been advertised or offered for sale in commerce; or in
connection with the sale, offering for sale, advertising, delivery,

transportation, or causing to be transported, after shipment in
commerce, of any textile fiber product , whether in its original
state or contained in other textile fiber products, as the terms
commerce" and " textile fiber product" are defined in the Textile

Fiber Products Identification Act , do forthwith cease and desist
from:

A. Misbranding textile fiber products by:
1. Falsely or deceptively stamping, tagging, labeling,

invoicing, advertising, or otherwjse identifying such
products as to the name or amount of constituent fibers
contained therein,

2. Failing to affx a stamp, tag, label , or other means
of identification to each such product showing in a clear
legible and conspicuous manner each element of informa-
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tion required to be disclosed by Section 4 (b) of the Textie
Fiber Products Identification Act.

B. Failing to maintain and preserve proper records show-

ing the fiber content of the textile fiber products manufactured
by said respondents , as required by Section 6 of the Textile
Fiber Products Identification Act and Rule 39 of the Regula-
tions promulgated thereunder.

It is ftwthe1' oTdeTed That the respondents herein shall, within
sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order , file with
thc Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the
manner and form in which they have complied with this order.

IN THE MATTER OF

WILLIAM I. ROSS TRADIKG AS DERBY OF SAN FRANCISCO

CONSE:-T ORDER , ETC. , 1:- REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COM:IISSION , THE WOOL PRODUCTS LABELING

A!\D THE TEXTILE FIBER PRODUCTS IDENTIFICATION ACTS

Docket C-l'263. Complaint , Oct. 12, 967 Decision, Oct. , 196'

Consent order requiring a San Francisco , Calif., manufacturer of men s sports
wear to cease misbranding his wool and textile fiber products , failing to
maintain required records , and furnishing false guaranties.

COMPLAI:-T

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the Textile
Fiber Products Identification Act , and by virtue of the authority
vested in its by said Acts, the Federal Trade Commission , having
reason to believe that William I. Ross , an individual trading as
Derby of San Francisco, hereinafter referred to as respondent,
has violated the provisions of said Acts and the Rules and Regu-
lations promulgated under the Wool Products Labeling Act of
1939 and the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act , and it
appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect
thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint
stating its charges in that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is an individual trading as Derby
of San Francisco under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
California. Respondent maintains his office and principal place
of business at 51 First Street, San Francisco . California.
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Respondent is a manufacturer of men s sportswear , including
both wool and textile products.

PAR. 2. Respondent now , and for sometime last past , has been
and is now engaged in the introduction, delivery for introduction,
manufacture for introduction , sale , advertising, and offering for
sale, in commerce, and in the transportation or causing to be
transported in commerce , and in the importation into the United
States, of textile fiber products; and has sold , offered for sale

advertised , delivered , transported and caused to be transported
textile fiber products , which have been advertised or offered for
sale in commerce; and has sold, offered for sale , advertised , deliv-
ered , transported and caused to be transported , after shipment in
commerce , textile fiber products , either in their original state or
contained in other textile fiber products , as the terms "commerce
and " textile fiber product" are defined in the Textile Fiber Prod-
ucts Identification Act.

PAR. 3. Certain of said textile fiber products were misbranded
by respondent in that they were not stamped, tagged , labeled , or
otherwise identified as required under the provisions of Section

4(b) of the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act and in the
manner and form prescribed by the Rules and Regulations pro-
mulgated thereunder.

Among such misbranded textile fiber products, but not limited
thereto , were certain textile fiber products either without labels
or with labels which failed to show in words and figures plainly
legible the information required under Section 4 (b) of the Textile
Fiber Products Identification Act.
PAR. 4. Respondent has failed to maintain proper records

showing the fiber content of the textile fiber products manufac-
tured by him , in violation of Section 6 of the Textile Fiber Products
Identification Act and Rule 39 of the Regulations promulgated
thereunder.

PAR. 5. Respondent has furnished false guaranties that his
textile fiber products were not misbranded in violation of Section
10 of the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act.

PAR. 6. Certain of said textile fiber products were misbranded
in violation of the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act in
that they were not labeled in accordance with the Rules and
Regulations promulgated thereunder in the following respects:

1. The generic names and percentages by weight of the con-
stituent fibers present in the textile fiber products, exclusive of

permissive ornamentation , in amounts of five per centum or more
or fibers disclosed in accordance with Paragraph (b) of Rule 3
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of the said Rules and Regulations did not appear in order of

predominance by weight, in violation of Rule 16 (a) of the afore-
said Rules and Regulations.

2. Fiber trademarks were used on labels without the generic
names of the fibers appearing on such labels in immediate con-
junction with such fiber trademarks and in type or lettering of
equal size and conspicuousness therewith, in violation of Rule

17 (a) of the aforesaid Rules and Regulations.
PAR. 7. The acts and practices of respondent as set forth above

were, and are , in violation of the Textile Fiber Products Identi-
fication Act and the Rules and Regulations promulgated there-
under, and constituted , and now constitute, unfair methods of

competition and unfair and deceptive acts and practices , in com-
merce, within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Com-
mission Act.

PAR. 8. Respondent now, and for sometime last past has manu-
factured for introduction into commerce , introduced into commerce
sold, transported , distributed, delivered for shipment, shipped
and offered for sale , in commerce , as "commerce" is defined in the
Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939, wool products as the term
wool product" is defined therein.
PAR. 9. Certain of said wool products were misbranded 

respondent within the intent and meaning of Section 4 (a) (1) of
the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the Rules and
Regulations promulgated thereunder, in that they were falsely
and deceptively stamped , tagged, labeled , or otherwise identified
with respect to the character and amount of the constituent fibers
contained therein.

Among such misbranded wool products, but not limited thereto
were certain wool products with fiber content labels marked as
50% wool, 50'! reprocessed wool , whereas, in truth and in fact,
said products contained substantially different fibers and amounts
of fibers than represented.

PAR. 10. Certain of said wool products were misbranded 
respondent in that they were not stamped, tagged , labeled , or

otherwise identified as required under the provisions of Section

4 (a) (2) of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and in the
manner and form as prescribed by the Rules and Regulations
promulgated under said Act.

Among such misbranded wool products , but not limited thereto,
was a wool sport jacket with a label on or affxed thereto which
failed to disclose the percentage of the total fiber weight of the
said wool product, exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding 
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per centum of the total fiber weight , of (1) wool: (2) reprocessed
wool; (3) reused wool; (4) each fiber other than wool , when
said percentage by weight of such fiber was 5 per centum or more;
and (5) the aggregate of an other fibers.

PAR. 11. Certain of said wool products were misbranded in

violation of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 , in that they
were not labeled in accordance with the Rules and Regulations

promulgated thereunder in that items or parts of the required

information were not set forth in the stamp, tag, label or other
mark of identification of the product , consecutively and separately
on the outer surface of the label in immediate conjunction with
each other, in type or lettering plainly legible and conspicuous
in violation of Rule 10 (a) of the said Rules and Regulations.
PAR. 12. The acts and practices of respondent as set forth

above werc , and are , in violation of the Wool Products Labcling
Act of 1939 and of the Rules and Regulations promulgated there-
under, and constituted , and now constitute, unfair methods of
competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and prac-
tices in commerce , within the intent and meaning of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission having heretofore determined to issue its
complaint charging the rcspondent named in the caption hereof
with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act , the Wool
Products Labcling Act of 1939 and the Textile Fiber Products
Identification Act, and the respondent having been served with
notice of said determination and with a copy of the complaint
the Commission intended to issue , together with a proposed form
of order; and

The respondent and counsel for the Commission having there-
after executed an agreement containing a consent order, an ad-
mission by the respondent of an the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the complaint to issue herein, a statement that the signing of
said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not con-
stitute an admission by respondent that the law has been violated
as a1Jeged in such complaint , and waivers and other provisions
as required by the Commission s Rules; and
The Commission , having considered the agreement ano having

accepted same , and the agreement containing consent order having
thereupon been placed on the public record for a period of 80

days, now in further conformity with the procedure prescribed in
34 (b) of its Rules , the Commission hereby issues its complaint
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in the form contemplated by said agreement, makes the foIl owing
jurisdictional findings , and enters the following order:

1. Respondent William I. Ross is an individual trading as

Derby of San Francisco with his offce and principal place of
business at 51 First Street, San Francisco, California.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the

subject matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the
proceeding is in the public interest.

ORDER

ft is Q1'dered That respondent William I. Ross, an individual
trading as Derby of San Francisco or any other namc , and re-
spondent' s representatives, agents and employees, directly or
through any corporate or other device, in connection with the

introduction, delivery for introduction, manufacture for intro-
duction , sale , advertising, or offering for sale, in commerce, or

the transportation or causing to be transported in commerce , or

the importation into the Dnited States, of any textile fiber prod-
uct; or in connection with the sale , offering for sale , advertising,
delivery, transportation or causing to be transported, of any

textile fibcr product which has been advertised or ot!ered for sale
in commerce; or in connection with the sale , offering for sale

advertising, delivery, transportation , or causing to be transported
after shipment in commerce , of any textile fiber product , whether
in its original state or contained in other textile fiber products
as the terms "commerce" and " textile fiber product" arc defined
in the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act, do forthwith
cease and desist from:

A. Misbranding such products by:
1. Failing to affx a stamp, tag, label, or other means

of identification to each such product showing in a clear,
legible and conspicuous manner each element of informa-
tion required to be disclosed by Section 4 (b) of the Textile

Fiber Products Identification Act.
2. Failng to lahel textile fiber products so that the

generic names and percentages by weight of the con-
stituent fibers present therein, exclusive of permissive

ornamentation, in amounts of five per centum or more
and fibers disclosed in accordance with Paragraph (b) of
Rule 3 of the aforementioned Rules and Regulations

appear in order of predominance by weight.
3. Dsing a fiber trademark in conjunction with. the
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required information on labels affxed to said textile fiber
products without the generic name of the fiber appearing
on said labels in immediate conjunction therewith and
in type or lettering of equal size and conspicuousness.

B. Failing to maintain and preserve proper records show-

ing the fiber content of the textile fiber products manufactured
by said respondent, as required by Section 6 of the Textile

Fiber Products Identification Act and Rule 39 of the Regu-
lations promulgated thereunder.

It is fUTther ordered That respondent Wiliam 1. Ross , an indi-
vidual trading as Derby of San Francisco or any other name, and
respondent' s representatives, agents and employees , directly or
through any corporate or other device , do forthwith cease and

desist from furnishing a false guaranty that any textile fiber
product is not misbranded or falsely invoiced under the provisions
of the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act.

It is furtheT m'dered Tbat respondent Wiliam 1. Ross, an
individual trading as Derby of San Francisco or any other name
and respondent' s representatives, agents and employees, directly
or through any corporate or other device , in connection with the
introduction , or manufacture for introduction , into commerce , or
the offering for sale, sale , transportation, distribution, delivery

for shipment or shipment, in commerce, of wool products , as
commerce" and "wool product" are defined in the \Vaal Products

Labeling Act of 1939, do forthwith cease and desist from mis-

branding such products by:
1. Falsely or deceptively stamping, tagging, labeling, or

otherwise identifying such products as to the character or

amount of the constituent fibers contained therein.
2. Failng to securely affx to , or place on, each such prod-

uct a stamp, tag, label , or other means of identification show-
ing in a clear and conspicuous manner each element of infor-
mation required to be disclosed by Section 4 (a) (2) of the
Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939.

3. Failing to label said wool products so that items or

parts of the required information are set forth on the stamp,

tag, label or other mark of identification of the product
consecutively and separately on the outer surface of the
label in immediate conjunction with each other, in type or
lettering plainly legible and conspicuous , as required by Rule
IO (a) of the said Rules and Regulations.
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It is further ordered That the respondent herein shaH , within
sixty (60) days after service upon him of this order , file with the
Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which he has complied with this order.

I:- THE MATTER OF

HOFFMAK-MORTON CO. TRADING AS
HOFFMAN-MORTON FURRIERS ET AL.

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLA nON OF THE

FEDERAL TRADE COM MISSION AND THE FUR PRODUCTS LABELING ACTS

Docket C-1264. Complaint, Oct. 1967 Decision Oct. , 1.67

Consent order requiring a Chicago , 111., furrier to cease misbranding, falsely

advertising and deceptively invoicing its fur products.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act and the Fur Products Labeling Act, and by virtue of the

authority vested in it by said Acts , the Federal Trade Commission,
having reason to believe that Hoffman-Morton Co., a partnership,
trading under its own name and as Hoffman- :1forton Furriers, and
Morton H. HofIman , Mabel Hoffman, Ida Hoffman and David
Veltman , individually and as copartners trading as Hoffman-
Morton Co. , hereinafter referred to as respondents , have violated
the provisions of said Acts and the Rules and Regulations pro-
mulgated under the Fur Products Labeling Act, and it appearing
to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would
be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its
charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Hoffman-Morton Co. is a partner-

ship existing and doing business in the State of Ilinois and trading
under its own name and as Hoffman-rvIorton Furriers. Respondents
Morton H. Hoffman , :lIabel Hoffman, Ida Hoffman and David

Veltman are copartners in the said partnership.
Respondents are manufacturers and retailers of fur products

with their offce and principal place of business located at 679

North Michigan A venue, Chicago , Ilinois.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and for some time last past

have been, engaged in the introduction into commerce , and in
the manufacture for introduction into commerce , and in the saJe
advertising, and offering for sale in commerce , and in the trans-


